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C HAPTER I 
IN TRODUCTION 
For more than thirty years , MarY' McCarthy has s e rved 
as the cons cience of the liberal American intellectual . 
Arriving in New York during the early years of the Great 
Depression ,  she gradually drifted into the leftis t poli­
tical circles frequented by most  members of  New York ' s  
intellectual communi � during that period . Briefly ,  she 
considered j oining the Co mmunis t Party , but S talin ' s  purge 
of Trotsky supporters from the Party transformed her into 
one of the Party ' s  mos t  vocal critics . McCarthy did no t 
confine her cri ticism to the Co mmunis ts , however . With 
1 
the publication of her firs t novel in 1942, she also estab­
lished herse 1f as a criti c. of the conventi .onal liberal ,.· 
despite her o wn  personal identifi cation with liberalism . 
Mc Carthy ' s  method of writing is  satire , and she treats 
both her s ympathetic and uns ympathetic characters satiri­
cally . The characte rs in her fiction are generally liberal 
intellectuals who follow one of two patte rns . The s ympa­
thetic  characters are those who , despi te the ir flaws , 
endeavor to be cons cientio us ,  obj ective and truth-seeking . 
They are plagued by self-doubt and constant awarenes s  of 
their.o wn  limitations . In contrast ,  her .uns ympathetic 
characters are ego tistical and self-deluding. Their 
intelle c tual capabilities are bent not toward fulfillment 
of their professed liberal and humanitarian ideals , but 
toward self- jus tification and rationalization of their 
2 
own actions . The following thesis traces the increas ingly 
pessimisti c  view o f  the latter type o f  liberal intellectual 
in Mary McCarthy ' s  political fiction . 
For the purpose of this thesis , four of McCarthy ' s  
fi �tional works have been classified as primarily politi cal a 
"Portrait of the Intellectual as a Yale Man" in The Com­
pany She Keeps ( 1942), The Oasis ( 1949 ) , The Groves of 
Academe ( 19 5 1) , and Birds of Ameri ca ( 19 ?1) . These fo ur 
wor�s have been identified as political be cause the rela­
tionships and conflicts be tween the characters are essen­
tially political rather than social or personal in nature . 
They confo rm to Irving Howe ' s  definition of the po li tical 
novel as "a novel in whi ch�� .].2. be dominant political 
ideas or the politic al milieu , a novel which permits this 
assumption without thereby suffering an! radical dis tortion 
and , it  follows , wi th . the possibility of  some analytical 
profit . " 1 Because politi cal ideas are no t dominant , two of 
her novels , ! Charmed Life ( 1 955 ) and The Gro up ( 196 3 ) , 
have been excluded from this study. 
Nearly all the c haracters in McCarthy ' s  novels are 
liberal intellectuals . They can , as previously noted , be 
divided into two groups . The s ympatheti c characters are 
generally heroines who bear a resemblance to McCarthy her­
self . They mercilessly examine their o wn  mo tives , s us­
pecting e ven those whi ch produce beneficial acts . Highly 
idealistic , they share  a passion for truth , even when that 
truth provides an unflattering portrait o f  'themselves . 
Although they possess traits which Mc Carthy admires ,  they 
are by no means flawless . She frequently portrays them as 
vain and inclined toward snobbis hness . Their s trength lies 
in their ability to re cognize their own flaws . During a 
bitter s elf-analys is , Meg Sargent ,  the heroine of The 
Co mpany She Keeps , acknowle dges her own- imperfe ctions , but 
conte nds a "I  s ti ll know when I lie , I can reco gnize  a 
frame- up when I make one . "2 This abili ty  to face
.
the truth 
abo ut herself is the characteristic that re deems the 
McCarthy heroine and distinguishes her from the less 
s ympatheti c  characte �s . (This type o f  character will be 
collectively referred to as "heroine l " altho ugh in Birds 
.Q! Ameri ca the role is  filled by a male , Peter Levi . ) 
The uns ympathetic characters provide con trast to the 
Mc Carthy heroines . McCarthy initially criticiz e s  them for 
the ir lack of  commitment to liberal goals , gradually e nlar­
ging her criti cism to encompass their lack of  ob j e c-
ti vi ty, the ir deficiency of conscience ,  the ir.disregard 
for trUth and their mass ive ego which pre cludes .self-doubt . 
In contrast to the McCarthy heroines who critically evaluate 
their own motive s ,  they seek to jus tify their behavior , 
_automatically ass umi ng their acti o ns in a given situation 
are co rrect  s imply be caus e they are the irs ; thos e  of 
anyone who opposes  them are in error . Meg Sargent pro ­
vides a caustic summary of their characteris ti cs in her 
analys is of her husband Frederick s "Frederi ck is his 
own s tooge .  his own i nnocent fro nt . He  has a vested 
interes t  in himself .  He is the perfe ct  Pro te stant 
pragmatist .  ' If I say this , i t  is true . • ' If I do 
this , it is jus tified ' ·� ( CSK, p .  285 ) . 
This group of liberal intellectuals prides itself o n. 
being realis tic rather than idealisti c ,  but its realism 
is simply a mask  for expediency . Although its members 
tend to be hi ghly intelligent , they substitute theories 
for indepe ndent tho ught. Theories  serve as shields pro ­
tec ting them from self-doubt rather than as bridges to 
fresh approaches and new ideas . They are nominal lib­
erals , but do not attempt to incorporate liberal pri n­
ciples into their personal behavior . Liberalism , i ns tead 
of shapi ng the ir lives , is reduced to a form of club in 
which they maintain  inactive membership . 
Many critics conte nd that Mary McCar thy deals i n  
pers o nalities rather than in substanti ve criticism o f  
liberal intellec tuali sm .  This thesis will demo ns trate 
4 
. :5 
that her criti cism is based on issues rather than person­
ali ties , and that she has consistently deve loped and 
expanded her criticism throughout her political fictio n. 
In order to clarify this thes is , i t  is necessary to 
establish definitions of the terms " liberal" and "intel­
lectual" as they apply to the writings of Mary McCarthy. 
Thi s  is  not an ·easy task because both words have acquired 
a number o f  connotations and because McCarthy herself 
has altered· her usage of  the words during the co urse of 
her writing career . It  is important to no te that she 
uses  the words in both an idealistic and realis tic  sense . 
In the ideal is ti c  sens e ,  the liberal intellectual prac­
tices  the political philosophy which McCarthy finds most 
des irable ... In· the realis ·tic sense t McCarthy: uses  th �- · 
term "liberal intellectual" ironically to refer to a per­
son who fancies hims ,elf to be bo th liberal and intellectual , 
but who , in truth , has no claim to being e i ther. From 
her po i nt of  view , the world is more heavily populated 
wi th the latter type ·of liberal intellectual than wi th 
the fo rmer. 
The te rm " liberal " is particularly difficult to 
deal with because McCarthy ' s usage of the term has varied 
so  greatly. In her first two novels , The Company She 
Kee ps and The Oasis , " libe ral" is often used  int.er­
changeabl y with " Marxist , " "Co mmunis t , " Tro tskyite , " 
and " so c ialis t. • I n  order to avoid confus ion , this 
author has res tricted the usage of " liberal " i n  refere nce 
to these  novels and has substituted the mo re spe cific 
words when appropriate . For the -purpose of  t his thesis , 
"Marxis t" shall me an o ne who follows the teachi ngs of 
Marx and Engels but is not a Communist Party member: 
"Communis t "  or'Stalinist" shall mean o ne who is a Party 
member and a supporter of S oviet  leader Josef  S tali n: 
" Trotskyi te "  shall mean o ne who has broken with the Party 
.. 
over S tali n ' s persecutio n of Trots kys and " s ocialis t" 
shall mean one who believes in the principles of redis-· 
tribution of wealth and worker o wnershi.p o f  the means of 
production but who is not wedded to Communi s t  or Marxis t 
doctrines .  
In her wri ti ngs, McCarthy is mos t  s ympathetic  toward 
the latter po int of vie w, specifically be caus e  it  is an 
ope n  rathe r than a restrictive doctrine . She is  s taunchly 
oppo.sed to dogmatic approaches to poli tical tho ught be­
caus e they restrict the mind and caus e people to i gnore 
co mmon sense i n  f'avor · of forci ng data or events to c.o nform 
to predefi ned  pri nciples . Webs te r' s  Thi rd N ew Inte r-
natio nal Dictionary defines a "liberal" as one who is 
wno t  bound by authoritarianism , orthodoxy, or traditional 
or established  forms in actio n, atti tude or opinio n, "3 
6 
and it is i n  this sense that McCarthy herself is  a liberal . 
Although a liberal, McCarthy does  not necessarily 
endorse all the tenets of traditional liberalism . Web-
s ter • s  Third defines " liberalism" as "a political 
philosophy based  on belief in progress , the ess ential 
goodness of man, and the autonomy of the individual and 
s tandi ng for tolerance and freedom for the individual 
from arbitrary authority in all spheres of life esp . 
by the prote ction of political and civil  libe rti es and 
for go ve rnment under law with the consent of the go v-
4 erned . "  McCarthy certainly endorses the "prote ction 
of politi cal and civil liberties , i•. but during the co urse 
of her career , she has re j ected or modified the other 
t�ne ts . She has stated that the thesis of The Group 
is " supposed to be the his tory of the loss  of  faith i n  
progress • • •  ,"5 and she has gradually los t faith in 
the essential goodness of man . In her earli er no vels , 
she demons trated her belief that people have a moral 
or e thi cal s ide to the ir nature whi ch s tri ves to do good, 
b ut that that side mus t  co nstantly struggle with the 
darker s ide whi ch.pursues the eas i e r  course regardless  
of  its ultimate effe cts on others. One of her heroines , 
Martha S i nnott i n  A Charmed Life , - d ·e ci des ·to .-. have . an 
abortion " because all her incli natio ns were the other 
way. The hardes t  course .was the right one ; in her 
7 
experience ,  this was an almost invariable law . "6 In 
her most  re cent novel , Birds of Ame rica , she implies 
that the moral part of man ' s  nature has been destroyed.  
McCarthy believes a liberal should be mo tivated by 
8 
a des ire to know the truth , both about himself and about 
his socie ty .  McCarthy heroines are very intense about 
discove·ring the truth and they are disturbed by the indif­
ference of others . Martha Sinno tt says eve ryone "pretends 
to doubt, to be c urious ,  
�but nobody is really curio us 
becaus e  nobody cares what the truth is . As soon as we · 
think something, it  o ccurs to us that the opposite or the 
contrary might  jus t as well be true . And no one cares . "? 
McCarthy is as concerned wi th the decline of intel­
lectualism as she is wi th the decline of liberalism. 
Christo pher Las ch defines an intellectual as "a  person 
for whom thinking fulfills at once the function of work 
and play; more spe c i fically , as a person whos e  relation-
ship to so cie ty is defined , both in his eyes and in the 
eyes of the society , . principally by his pre sumed ca pa-
city to comment upon it  with greater detachment than 
those more dire ctly caught up in the practical bus iness 
.... 
of production and power . "8 McCarthy would accept this 
definition as representative of the ideal , but she ques ­
tions whether a practicing intellectual .is any more de­
tached than a practicing politician or corporation exec­
uti ve . 
9 
She particularl y mo cks the s ys tem that labels certain 
people intellectuals becaus e the y  wri te for the "right" 
magazines , teach at pres tigio us colleges or univers ities , 
or belong to certain New Yo rk social circles . Although 
these people possess a high degree of intelligence , they 
tend to become arrogant . They lose the quali ties  of 
obje ctivity and open-mindedness which McCarthy  believes 
essential to the authenti c intellectual . In her mos t  
recent novel , Birds o f  America , her hero Peter Levi asserts 
that one cannot truly be an intelle ctual as long as he . 
remains aloof fro m the social · conflicts he s tudies . Peter 
comments about the poor yet well-educated French couple 
who have befriended him  and who dis cuss with·him the 
future of humani tya "And if,  in the higher realms , he 
could observe a li ttle growth in himself ,  he owed that 
to the Bonfante s , who were real intelle ctuals • • •  unlike 
the acade mi cs he had been exposed to mos t  of hi s life . "9 
McCarthy would no doubt group hers elf with the aca­
demi cs , but she urges . the m to re cogniz e  the ir own limi ta- . 
tions . When an academician allows himself to become too 
isolated from societ y ,  his observations be co me removed 
from reality .  He begins trying to make people and events 
conform to his theorie s·  ins tead of expanding his the ories 
to encompass the reality of the so cial s i tuation . He· 
be comes  more interes ted in advancing and defending his 
theories  than in seeking the truth . In doing thi s ,  he 
1 0  
relinquishes his o wn  freedom of thought and is eventually 
reduced to a do gmatist ,  unable to consider the relevance 
of new ideas exce pt insofar as they apply to his o wn  
theories .  Not all the intellectuals in McCarthy ' s  novels 
are thus reduced ,  but a significant proportion of them 
are . In her fi ction, McCarthy raises  the ques tion o r  
whether they are worthy o f  the designation " intellectual . "  
Mary McCarthy has not fared very well with the 
critics , perhaps in some measure because ·they.. see  them­
s elves in the objects of her satire , and perhaps becauee 
her fiction does  not confo rm to current literary trends • 
. I rwin S to ck notes that " she is a sort of neoclassicist 
in a country of romantics . " 1 0 Her satiri c manner and 
her ability to " shape a sentence to do a plain task ,  or 
else to cut and glitter, quo table , like an e pigram11 1 1  
do make her seem more comfortable stylis tically with 
eighteenth century writers than with her contemporaries . 
However , her facility for de pi cting the s pe e ch and cus­
toms of  her contempo �aries and her treatment o f  twentie th 
century themes ma�e her clearly a twentie th century author . 
Her treatment of twentieth ce ntury themes has prompte d 
much of the controversy surrounding her fiction . 
The critics who dis play the greatest  hos tility to ward 
McCarthy seem guided more by disagreement with opinions 
she expresses than by concern about the literary meri t 
of her work . Such critics as No rman Mailer , John Aldridge , 
Eleanor Widmer and Paul Schleuter regard her as •reflec­
tive ot the Modern American Bitch."12 In a review of 
�Group, Mailer calls her a spoiled little girl whose 
fiction has finally become as trivial as that of women 
who write for women's magazines.13. ·In "Finally a Lady,• 
Eleanor Widmer makes the same point. J. w. Aldridge 
11 
is shocked to find her espousing ·� form of militant 
feminism"14 in � Group. He concludes that his concern 
is not that "� Group may cost Miss McCarthy her intel­
lectual reputation, but that, in view of some or the 
.novels and stories she has previously written, she should 
have any intellectual reputation left to lose."15 
Although McCarthy's fiction has prompted a great 
deal of emot�onal criticism, there are a number of critical 
articles .which provide stimulating .. analyses of her work. 
The articles which include the best overall assessment of 
her work are those by D. J .  Enright in Conspirators�· 
Poets and by Louis Auchincloss in Pioneers � Caretakers. 
Articles by her friends Elizabeth Hardwick and John Cham­
berlain are interesting because they ma�e provocative 
points about McCarthy. Hardwick says, "She cannot conform" 
to the prevailing social mores and, political philosophies.16 
Chamberlain exPlains, "The ideas animating Miss McCarthy's 
novels • • • are fundamentally conservative ideas," because 
they are based on "common sense .. and a skeptical view of 
human nature.17 An article by Norman Podhoretz in Doings 
12 
and Undoings, although generally unfavorable toward 
McCarthy , provides interes ting perspe cti ves on the McCarthy 
heroine . Brock  Brower in an Esq uire arti cle des cribes her 
politi cal acti vities and her relationship with her friends , 
who rate h .one s ty and loyalty as her outs tanding character­
istics.1 8 
The bes t  explanati on of McCarthy ' s  relationship to 
her contemporaries and to the politi cal e vents that shaped 
her ideas can be found in c. E .  Eis inger • s  Ficti on of the 
Forties . Eisinger identifies her ,  together wi th Granville 
Hicks , John Dos Pass os , and Li onel Trilling, as a proponent 
of the "new liberalism ." The "ne w liberali sm"  recogni zes 
the " limitati ons of reas on , " the ins olubility of certain 
s ocial problems , and the ine ffectuali ty of certai n· doc�  . · · 
trines ·. "In place of total s oluti ons , the new liberalism 
re turned to the American traditi on of improvisation and 
experimentalism ,  of explorati on and tentati ve progres­
sion .  "19 John Lyons in The C ollege Novel in Ameri ca and 
Mi chael Millgate in Ameri can S ocial Ficti on a  James to 
C oz z ens help plac.e McCarthy in a s imilar p oliti cal and 
s ocial mileau. 
Barbara McKenz ie and Irwin S tock  h ave both written 
book le ngth appraisals of McC arthy ' s ficti on and of these , 
S tock' s is the more success ful .. McKenz ie ' s  Mary McCarthy, 
written for the Twayne United S tates Auth or ·s eries ., provi des 
1 3  
in-depth plot and character analys is of each of McCarthy ' s  
works of ficti on pri or to 1966 and deals wi th her non­
ficti on and criticism as well . Irwin S t ock' s Mary McCarth y, 
written for the Mi nnes ota Univers i ty Pamph lets on Ameri­
can Writers ·series , is  less le ngthy but more success ful, 
for i t  provides a more unified thematic analys i s  of 
McCarthy ' s  works as a wh ole . 
Although McCarthy is s ti ll li ving, a bi ography , The 
C ompany She Ke pt by D oris Grumbach , has already been 
published . The bi ography is valuable in that it supplies 
backgr ound material on McCarthy ' s  career and ass ociates r  
its weakness lies in Grumbach ' s  tendency t o  fill the gaps 
in her materials with incidents from McCarthy ' s  ficti on .  
She · mis takenly assumes that , be cause s ome of the incidents 
in McCarthy ' s  fi cti on are based on actual e vents in 
McCarthy ' s  life , all of the details in the ficti onal 
repres entati on are als o true to life . In a re view of 
!h! C ompany She Ke pt ,  Moers points out ano�her weakness 
of the bi ography . S he says Grumbach overemphas i z es the 
importance of gossip in McCarthy ' s  ficti on while doWn­
playing the importance of McCarthy ' s  political  convicti ons . 
"What about Miss McCarthy and thos e  who have used the ir · 
femaleness , e ven the ir femini ty as a s creen for the rage 
of' c onscience against political i gnorance • • • •  Miss 
311222 SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNiVERSITY LIBRARY 
Grumbach has allowed herself to become overc onvinced 
about the 'unseri ousness ' of Miss  McCarthy ' s  p olitics 
to the point where she slights s ome of the bes t  work her 
s ub j ect  has d one . "20 
Thus far , much of the criti cism of McCarthy ' s  work 
14 
has been of d oubtful value be cause of the critics • strong 
emoti onal bias against the author .  Barbara Grumbach says , 
"the extensi ons of the facts of a wri ter ' s  work into the 
ficti on of mis interpre tati on are more common in what is 
written about Mary McCarthy than in cri ti cism about many 
other mode rn writers , and they seem to proliferate in 
direct proportion to  the r�latively modes t  body of fiction 
she has produced . " 21 This antagonism has no doubt been 
triggered by the fact that many members of N ew York's 
intelligentsia can be readily re cognized among the charac­
ters portrayed satiri cally in her ficti on ,  a phe nomena 
which has led Fitch to call her "a traitor to  her own 
class . " 22  There seems to be  little doubt among the more 
de tached cri tics that once the emoti on has c oaled , McCarthy 
will be accorded a s omewhat higher place in American 
ficti on than she now occupies . 
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C HAPTER II 
A POLITICAL BIOGRAPHY 
Mary McCarthy possesses  a dis tinctively A merican 
ancestry , one that has exposed her to a wide varie ty 
of cultural and intellectual influences . Her pate rnal 
ances tors were Irish Catholics , descendan ts of  Nova · 
Sco tian pirates  who accounted for " the wild streak in 
[her] heredity . "1 Her mate rnal grandfather was English 
protestant1 her maternal grandmother , Jewish .  
Born in Seattle in 19 12 ,  Mary was the oldes t  child 
of Roy �d Tess  Preston McCarthy . Her parents were very 
e xtravagant, frequently indulging_ Mary and her three 
brothers in luxuries  beyond their financial means . She 
re me mbers the m  as being very loving and spontaneous; her 
father "insisted on turning everything into a treat" 
17 
( MCG , p. 10 ). The McCarthys were wealthy Minneapolis grain 
dealers and in 19 18 ,  perhaps be cause of  Roy ' s  financial 
e xcesses , his family _insis ted he return to Minneapolis . 
There appears to have been some urgency in the matter , 
for the family e mbarked by train at the heigh t  of  the 
great . flu epide mi c  o f  that year . By the time they arrived 
in Minneapolis.  all me mbers of the family were s tricken 
wi th the flu and within a week,  both parents had · died . 
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The children became wards of their grandparents 
McCarthy who placed them in the care of their great aunt 
Margafet and her newly acquired husband Myers. McCarthy 
describes the couple as having "a positive gift for 
turning everything sour and ugly• (MCG, p. 1?), a sharp 
contrast to her parents who always inspired beauty. 
Because the McCarthys were convinced that Mary and her 
brothers had been spoiled by their over-indulgent parents, 
they forced them to 1 ad·· a Spartan exd.StenCe--plain fOOdS I· 
no toys, books or candy. The children "were beaten all 
the time, as a matter of course, with the hairbrush acros.s 
the bare legs for ordinary occasions, and with the razor 
strop across the bar_e bottom for special occasions • • •  " 
(MCG, p .  64 ) . The children's paternal grandparents were 
apparently paying a great deal for their care� but they 
studiously ignored. their physical and spiritual misery,. 
regularly returning them to their aunt and uncle after 
they had run away. 
Mary displayed an early aptitude for writing and 
at age ten won a .state essay contest on "The Irish in 
American History . "  She received a twenty-five dollar 
prize at an award ceremony, but her elation was short 
lived for when she arrived home, her Uncle Myers beat 
her with a razor strop •to teach me a lesson,,he said, 
lest 
·
I become stuck· up" 
.(MCG, P• 63). Her brother Kevin 
says that "something must have congealed right there-
within,her breast against life as it is and as it has 
been. "2 The treatment she received during this period 
of her life led her in later life to identify with the 
underprivilegeda "We orphan children were not respon-' 
Sible for being orphans, but we were treated as if we 
.were and as if being orphans were a crime we had commit-· 
ted" (MCG, P• 49 ) . 
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_During this period of her life, Mary was intensely 
religious, mainly because religious rituals and artifacts 
provided the only beauty in her otherwise ugly daily life. 
She writesa "Looking back, I see that it was religion 
that saved me . Our ugly church and parochial school 
provided me with my only aesthetic outlet • •  •" (MCG, 
p.  1 8 ) . Religion rescued her in ·another manner as well. 
The parochial school she attended had a highly competitive 
atmosphere and. Mary thrived in it. "There was no idea 
of equal! ty in the parochial school., and such an idea 
woul.d have been abhorent to me, if it had ex!steds 
equality, a sort o� brutal cutting down t� size, was 
what I was treated to at home"· (MCG, P• 19) .  
She believes religion must have been only an escape, 
because once she was· removed from the repressive guardian­
ship of her aunt and uncle, -she lost her religion . Her 
loss of faith did not occur as her McCarthy relatives 
believed, because her protestant Grandfather Preston 
discouraged her religious enthusiasm, but because the 
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external misery whi ch had caused her to  seek refuge in 
religion was no · longer present . A1though now an athe ist ,  
she believes her early religious training was valuable 
for the cultural enrichment it provided . She no longer 
concerns herself with the existence o f  God a "I do not 
mind if I los e  my soul for all eterni� [for tailing to 
believe in God] . If  the kind of God exis ts Who would 
damn me for not working out a deal with Him ,. then that 
is unfortunate . I should not care to spend e ternity in 
the company of such a person" ( MCG , P • 2 7 ) •. 
At age eleven , however , when her Grandfather Preston 
arrived in Minneapolis for a visit. she was a fanati cal 
anti-Protes tant . Outraged to find that she was being . 
punished for breaking her glasses by being denied another 
pair., he forced her M cCarthy grandparents to allow her to 
return to S eattle with him . He also supervised the place ­
ment of  her brothers Kevin and Preston in a Catholic 
boarding s chool . Only Sheridan, the younges t  and their 
favorite , was left with Uncle Myers and Aunt Margare t. 
and s ince they died wi thin five years,.he was �oon removed 
from the ir tutelage as well . Al though her grandfather · 
s crupulously made no.effort to influence Mary ' s  religious 
preference. she quickly lost her faith and asked to be 
removed from the convent s chool in whi ch she had been 
placed . Her grandfather finally relented and allowed 
her to attend public s chool for a year, then insis ted 
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she return to a.boarding school when her grades dropped� 
She chose to attend an Epis copal s chool,  the Anne Wright 
Seminary in Tacoma,. Washington, and she comple ted  high 
s chool there , enrolling in Vassar after her graduation 
in 1929 . 
At the seminary, McCarthy ' s  poli ti cal philosophy 
began to form. While studying the mandatory Latin, she 
" fell in love with Caesar!" ( MCG , p .  1 54) . She says that 
" the first piercing contact with an impersonal reali ty 
happened �o me through Caesar,  just ,  laconi c ,  severe , 
magnanimous ,  detached--the bald instrument of empire who 
wrote not ' I ' but "Caesar! ' "  ( MCG ,. p .  1 54 ) .:  A rebellious 
s tudent who clandes tinely sm�ked and dated , she was 
surprised by her attraction to Caesar and " the_ rule of 
Law" ( MCG, . p •. 1 66) . She later realized that the qualities 
tha.t attracted her to Caesar were remarkably similar to 
those of  her grandfather Preston.a "The injus tices my 
brothers and I had suffered in our childhoo d  had made 
me rebel against authority,  but they had al�o prepared 
me to fall in love with justice. the first time I encoun­
tered it . I loved my grandfather fro m the beginning, but 
the conflicts between us. • • somewhat obs cured thi s  
reeling, whi ch poured out with a rush on Cae sar ,  who , 
in real life would have been as . stri ct as my grandfather .  
but whom I did not have to dea1 with personal1y" ( MCG , 
p . 1 67) . 
•· . 
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In 1929 Mary McCarthy entered Vassar College . Her 
four.years there were valuable not so much for. the polit­
ical ideas she imbibed as for the training her mind 
received . There the teachers relentlessly prodded the 
s tudents to examine every aspect of  a matter, to be 
objec tive s "At Vassar,  by and large: , the student is 
almos t forbidden to take her dire cti on from the teacher. 
' What do you think?' is the question that rico chets on 
the s tudent if she asks the teacher ' s� opinion • .  · �• . •·'":3 
McCarthy believes Vassar's excellence s temmed from the 
faculty ' s  insistence that students either support their 
previously formed opinions or relinquish them . 
While . at Vassar,  McCarthy was essentially apolit­
ical1 she des cribes herself as an "aesthete " who was , 
when pressed , a New Deal Democrat, but who was generally 
oblivious to the poli tical turmoil engulfing the country. 4 
She experienced a brief " flurry of p�litical indigna tion" S 
when Hi tler seized power in Germany and she published a 
poem sympathetic t� .the.Jews. in the college magaz ine , but 
her involvement went no further . Literature was her consu­
ming interes t  and it  insulated her from the outside world . 
Her literary efforts were not encouraged , however a " I  
had been terribly discouraged when I was a t  Vassar .  • • by 
being told that I was really a critical mind and that I 
had no creative talent . "6 
After graduation from Vassar in 1 9 33 , McCarthy 
settled in New York City and there sought employment as 
·a book-reviewer for !h!, !:!!?! Republic s "I was not drawn 
there by the magaz ine ' s  editorial poli cy--I hardly knew 
what it  was --but because the book-review s e c tion seemed 
to me to possess a certain elegance and independence of 
thought that would be . hospitable to a cri tical spirit 
like me . "? She was soon reviewing books for both l2l!, 
� Republi c and Nation ,� but of even greater consequence 
to her politi cal development than her association with 
thes e  two liberal magazines ,  she got married . 
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· Her husband was Harald Johnsrud, a would-be play-· 
wright and.actor whom she had met her firs t year at Vassar . 
Her marriage to him was of brief duration , lasting only 
three years , but he was largely responsible for drawing · 
her into the left-wing activity then prevalent in the 
theater . Although she and Johnsrud remained politically 
uncommitted , often openly ridiculing the Communis ts ,  they 
attended Communis t  �ocia1 functions and participated in 
Communis t-rallies and demonstrati ons . McCarthy writes 
of this period in her life a "Most ex-Communists nowadays 
• • • are at pains to point out that their actions were 
very, very bad and their motives very ,  very good . I 
would say the revers e of myself ,  though without the 
intensives .  I see  no reason to disavow my actions , whi ch 
were perfe ctly all right, but my motives give me a little 
embarrassment,  and jus t  be cause I canno t  disavow them a 
that fevered ,  contentious , trivial show-off in the May 
Day parade is  s till recognizeably me . "8 
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In time , her constant social contact with the Commu­
nis ts began to hav.e some effect.  Al though .she despised 
them for their dogmatism, she was , paradoxically, impressed 
by them . Perhaps it was their dedi cation whi ch proved 
attractive when contrasted with her . own lack of purpose . 
The summer and fall o f  1 936 marked a turning point in her 
life . She divorced Johnsrud and , more importantly , she 
very nearly j oined the Communis t  Party . Her social aims 
coincided with those  of the Party and friends . convinced 
her she would be more effective in criticizing the Party 
from within . They argued ,  " If people like you who agree 
with its main obje ctives would come in and criti ciz e ,  we 
wouldn ' t  be so narrow and sectarian . "9 
When McCarthy returned to New York in September 1936 
following her Reno divorce , she was preo c cupied with 
reorienting her lif� and for a time remained unaware of 
the momentous event occurring in Russia--.:the Mos cow Trials . 
The Mos cow Trials were Stalin ' s  device to p�ge the old 
Bolsheviks from .the Party by accusing them of_ plo tting 
with Trotsky to overthrow the government . McCarthy first 
learned of the . charges agains t Trotsky at a November party 
she attended in honor of  Communis t  cartoonis t  Art Young. 
Author James Farrell explained the Mos cow situation to 
her and asked if  she thought Trotsky was entitled to 
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a hearing on the charges against him . She replied incredu­
lously , "Were there people who would say that. Tro tsky was 
!!2! entitled to a hearing?"1 0 
She promptly forgot the incident , but her memory 
was refreshed when , three days later , she received from 
the "Commi ttee for the Defense of Leon Trotsky" a letter 
demanding " the right of a fair hearing and the right of 
asylum"1 1  for Trotsky . McCarthy ' s  name appeared on the 
le tterhead with , . among others , the name s  of  James Farrell , 
Edmund Wilson , John Chamberlain, Dwight Macdonald , Lionel 
Trilling and Joseph Wood Krutch . 1 2  Angered by the unauthor­
ized use of her name , McCarthy at first resolved to have it 
removed, but she soon began receiving s trange. calls from 
her C ommunis t  acquaintances quietly warning her to remove 
her name . Indignant , she resisted their pre ssure and her 
name remained on the letterhead while many of the others 
were removed .  Her action placed her firmly in the anti­
communis t  camp. though she was no t ,  at the time , fully 
aware of its impli cations . Later she was to refer to her 
realignment as .a "providential escape . I had been saved 
from having to decide about the Committee; l did no t decide 
it--the C ommunists with their pressure tac tics took the 
matter out o f  my hands . ·we all have an instinct that 
makes us s ide with the weak, if  we do not reason about 
it • • •  such ' de cisions• are simple reflexesi they do 
not require courage, if they did , there would be fewer 
of them"1J 
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. Afte� her initial break with the Communists , McCarthy 
began mi:irshaling facts to support her decision and found , 
to her amazement , that the facts all supported Trotsky . 
She soon be came a dedicated Tro tskyite , arguing his case 
with every S talini t he encountered . S oon others j oined 
the Trotsky camp and McCarthy says of them a "On the whole , 
those of us who became anti-Communis ts during . that year 
1 936-J? ,  have remained liberals--a thing that i s  less true 
ot people of our generation who were converted earlier or 
later. A certain doubt of  orthodoxy and independence of 
mass opinion was riveted into our anti-Communism by the 
heat of that period . "14 This  distrust of  orthodoxy was 
to become .a re current theme in her writing. 
Through the Committee for the Defense of Leon Trotsky, 
McCarthy met Philip Rahv who was at that time attempting 
to revive Partisan R eview . Partisan Review was a leading 
Communis t publication whi ch competed with the official 
party -organ, !h,! ri2 Masses . Rahv and John Philips edited 
Partisan R eview and , in 1 936 , they openly split with the 
Party by publishing James T .  Farrell ' s  "A �ote on Literary 
Criti cism " which challenged the Party ' s  dogmati c approach 
2? 
to literature . In 1 936 , Partisan R eview ceased publica­
tion but was revived by Rahv and Dwight Macdonald in 1937 
as a voi ce for the Communis t  opposition • . Mary McCarthy 
was at that time having an affair wi th Philip Rahv, 1 5  
·and she j oined the staff as theater cri ti c ,  a j ob for 
which , she later ironically noted , her only apparent 
qualifi cation was having been married to an actor .  
Partisan Review r�mained Marxis t ,  although anti-Gommunis t ,  
and McCarthy says , "My early reviews lisp the Marxist 
Language . " 1 6 
Although Kaz in des cribes her as having "a wholly 
destruc tive criti cal mind , shown in her unerring abili ty 
to spot the hidden weakness or inconsistency in any 
literary e ffort and every person , "17 her reviews were 
more serious attempts at theatrical criti cism than others 
being published in New York at the time , and they re ceived 
favorable recognition . In parti cular, they attracted the 
no tice of  e s tablished critic Edmund Wilson , a classmate 
of F .  S co tt Fi tzgerald ' s.  who had edited Vanity Fair and 
!h! � R epublic . He was , according. to McCarthy, •a 
domineering individual whom she married largely be cause 
·he ins isted on i t . "18 Soon after the ir marriage ,  she 
became pregnant with her only child . During· pregnancy, 
she suffered a near nervous breakdown whi ch· resulted in 
her confinement in the Payne Whitney Psychiatri c Clini c .  
Although her marriage to Wilson was for the most part 
unhappy, he was responsible for launching her career as 
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a fiction writer s "After we ' d  been married about a week,  
he said , ' I  think you have a talent for �iting fiction . ' . 
And he put me in a little room . He didn ' t  li terally lock 
the door , but �e said , 'S tay in there! ' And I did . ·1 9 
The result of thi s  episode was "Cruel and Barbarous 
Treatment" whi ch was later combined wi th o ther short 
stories to· form h r pisodic first novel , !h!, Company 
.§.h! Keeps . 
The years 1 945-46 were also crucial to McCarthy's 
political thinking . She had originall� opposed World 
War II as being simply a replay of World War I and had 
obj e cted when Philip Rahv wrote a Partisan R eview article 
calling it • our war . •20 Gradually, she became sympathe tic 
toward the war effort , espe cially after learning of the 
Naz i death camps , and in 1 945 announced her support of 
the American involvement . She had jus t  divorced Wilson 
and she and her son Reuel had re tired to a summer home 
in Conne cti cut where she became involved wi th a group 
of intellectuals deeply concerned about the war ' s  adverse 
effects on Europe's liberal community .  She formed friend­
ships with Ni cola Chiarmonte , Dwight Macdonald , Niccolo 
Tucci and Lionel Abel • .  That fall , she taught at progressive 
Bard College , an experience which provided background 
material for her novel ,  � Groves of Academe . 
During this period , she met Browden Broadwater 
whom she married in De cember 1946 . In 1947 he , too , 
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j oined the s taff of Partisan Review and they be came deeply 
involved in dis cussions with other New York intellectuals 
about the future of the war-torn world . They were inspired 
by Koes tler ' s  hope that intellectuals could form small 
communitie s , or oases , isolated from the res t  of  the world . 
They participated in Europe-Ameri ca Groups , organizations 
raising money to aid non-Communis t  liberal intellectuals 
in Europe . R ivalry soon developed between various factions 
and one group even accused another of s cheming to steal .. 
the organization ' s  treasury . 21 Disillusioned by the 
intelle ctual community ' s  inability to cooperate to achieve 
a common goal , McCarthy began work on � Oasis  whi ch was 
published and won the Horizon priz e in 1 949 . � Oasis 
stirred a great dea1 of controversy, not only for i ts 
exposure of liberal intelle ctual posturings , but for the 
obvious parallels between characters in the novel and 
prominent intellectuals such as Philip Rahv and Dwight 
Macdonald . McCarthy says � Oasis was not intended to be 
a novel,  but a " conte philosophique . " 2 2  
McCarthy ' s  political involvement increased  in the 
tense  pos twar atmosphere . In March 1 949 she attended the 
Cultural and S cientific Conference for World Peace ( The· 
Waldorf Conference ) and joined others , among them Norman 
Mailer , Robert Lowell , Elizabeth Hardwick and Dwight 
Macdonald in attacking the Communi$t Party·. She turned 
her attention to the excesses of the right as well as of 
the left, producing a eries of articles and speeches 
condemning the anti-Communist hys teria sweeping the 
country . In her arti cles , she examined the paradoxical 
Amer ican attitude that permits Communist ideas and books 
to circulate freely but holds that Communists thems elves 
should be prose cuted . ( These  articles ,  "My Confession, " 
"No News , .2!:• What Killed the Dog, " and "The C o
.
ntagion 
of Ideas , "  have . be en reprinted in On � Contrary. ) 
In . 1 951 she published The Groves of Academe which 
drew upon her brief experience as a teacher and dealt 
ironically with the issue of Communist teachers , at the 
time a ma j or .poli tical concern . The novel provides a 
sharp contrast to other college . novels of the period ,  
tor the issue is not one of "good"  liberals versus •bad" 
conservatives . In The Groves of Academe ,  the professor . - -
claims to be a C ommunist in order to prevent himself 
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from being tired for incompetence . In The College Novel 
!!1 America , John Lyons remarks that " the s ituation in !!'.!.! 
Groves of Academe is closer to the usual academic cause 
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celebre than that in most novels about academic freedom . .. . 2 3  
He also says i t  " comes closer t o  be ing a novel of  ideas 
than any o ther American novel of academic life . • 24 
In 1952 , McCarthy began work on another novel ,  !h! 
Group but be came dis couraged and dis continued the pro j e ct 
after the third chapter . She was immersed in politics , 
particularly the S tevenson campaign , and was also involved 
in starting a new magaz ine . The magaz ine was to �e enti­
tled Critic and wa to be a joint venture wi th friends 
Dwight Macdonald , Ri chard Rovere , Arthur S chles inger , Jr � . • 
and Hannah. Arendt , . with herself as editor . In attempting 
to find backing for the magaz ine she renewed her friend­
ship wi th Philip Rahv which had cooled after the publica­
tion of !h! Oas is . She was unable to rai se  more than half 
the required hundred thousand dollar� and the pro j ect was 
discontinued .  Her growing involvement in the civil rights 
campaign led her s eriously to consider entering Harvard 
Law S chool , but her friend Judge Biggs of the Pennsylvania 
Court of Appeals dis oouraged her, convincing her that her 
contribution to the civil rights movement would be more 
valuable as an author . 
Frustrated and out of money, she began work in 1953 
on a short s tory whi ch she later expanded into the novel , 
! Charmed Life . The novel is based in part on her marriage 
to Edmund Wilson and on the intellectuai community surroun­
ding the ir summer home in Wellflee t ,  Connecti cut . Critics 
generally consider the novel her least suc cessful , no 
doubt because it  consists of long philosophical dis cus­
sions only o ccasionally relieved by action . Mos t  agree 
that it would have been be tter had it remained a short 
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s tory . 
doubt . 
doubt . 
McCarthy says , "The novel is suppo sed to be about 
All the characters in different ways repres ent 
.. 25 • • 
In the last half of the 19.SO ' s ,  she turned primarily 
to non-fic tion ,  the ar a in which mos t  critics beli eve 
she excels • . In 1 9.S? , she published a group of essays · 
interspersed with editorial commentary as an autobiography 
of her formative years enti tled Memories o f � Catholic 
Girlhood . She wrote two travel guide books � Veni ce · 
Observed ( 1 956 ) and � S tones .21 Florence ( 1 959 ) . She 
also publis·hed a collection of short stories , Cast ! QQM 
Eye ( 1 950 ) 1 a collection of essays and criticism ,  Q!l the 
Contrary ( 1 961 ) 1 and a collection of theater criticism , 
S ights !:!!S Spectacles ( 1959 ) . In 1 959 she re sumed work 
on ll!!, Group, but again dis continued it in order to tour 
Europe as a lecturer for the United S tates S tate D epart­
ment . While in Warsaw , she met James Wes t ,  a S tate 
Department official . In February 1961 ,  she divorced 
Broadwater and , the following April , married West in Paris .  
Since her marriage to West,  she has lived in Paris ,  and 
she finished ll!!, Group there in 1 963 .  
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!h!. Group achieved great popularity ,  more than any 
previous McCarthy novel ,  but it also re ceived more adverse 
criticism than any of her other novels . M cCarthy says 
the novel is " supposed to be the history of the loss  of 
faith �n progress , " 2-� but most critics have failed ·to 
detect that theme in the novel . They· have instead 
advanced a more coherent theme , the theme of feminism . 
McCarthy ' s  most  recent novel , Birds of Ameri ca , was 
published in 1 971 • · Th novel marks a return to political 
themes ,  ; de ling with the civil rights movement and the 
Vietnam . War . McCarthy says the theme of equality is the 
basis of  the novel . Since the original discovery of the 
concept , of equality ,  " there ' s  been a continual flight 
from i t .  Eventually we ' re going to have migration into 
space to e scape equality .  At the same time any person 
with a child ' s  fairmindedness cannot help thinking 
equali ty • s  a good idea . If we 1·ose this fairmindedness 
of children, then we become monsters . � - 27 Among other 
ideas , Birds of America explores the ambivalent attitude 
ot Americans . toward equa1ity--their endorsement of it ,  
� 
their attraction to it,  and their fear of  actually 
attaining it . 
After publishing Birds of America , McCarthy be came 
increasingly frus trated with American involvement in the 
Vietnam War . Her friend Harold Rosenberg des cribes her 
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as being " trapped between not knowing what to do and the 
inability to sit still . " 28 Throughout her life , McCarthy 
has been concerned with the inaction of liberals , their 
inability to translate their ideas into ac.tion . For that 
reason she eagerly accepted when the New York Review of - -
Books offered her the opportunity to go to Vie tnam as 
their w� correspondent . Rosenberg continues a  "Going 
to Vietnam changed her from a frus trated spec tator into 
a member· of the cas t ,  though one without a clear-cut 
role . • 29 Her ass ignment for the 1!!!! York Review .2! Books 
resulted in the publi cation of four non-fiction works on 
the Vietnam War a Vietnam· ( 1 967 ) , Hanoi ( 19 68 ) , Medina 
( 1972 ) , . and !h! S eventeenth Degree ( 1 9?4) . During this 
period she also published a colle ction of essays , !h! 
Writing .2!! the Wall , � O ther Litera?'l Essays ( 1 970 ) .  
Her mos t  re cent publi cation grew out of another 1!!!! York 
Review £!.! Books assignment, this time to cover the S enate 
Watergate hearings . Entitled !h! Mask !l.! S tate s Water­
gate Portraits , it was published in 1 974 . 
· In a re cent interview , McCarthy displayed little 
optimism about the world ' s  future . She believes the 
United S tates and the Soviet Union will grow closer 
together be cause "The u .  s .  is be coming more reactionary, 
more totalitarian , and there is some slight adoucisement 
[ softening] , at least for the consumer in the Soviet  
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Union • • • •  Authori tarianism is very likely to develop 
in the United S tate s , and in some ways it will be a kind 
of nonidentica1 twin with the S ovie t Union , wi th different 
history , different life-styles , and so on . " JO She opposes 
a world government be cause she beli eves . it would almos t  
.assuredly be attained through force . "Supposing there 
had been a world government headed by Hitler! " Ji She 
says a My advice to anybody who cares about the future 
i s  to s top thinking big, thinking ' global , ' and try to 
create free s o c iali sm in individual countries . " J2 
From her initial involvement. in the Anti-Communist 
movement in the late 1 9 JO ' s to the present, Mary McCarthy ' s  
pol iti cal philo so phy has been · characterized by her desire 
to slice through the propaganda to the truth . "I believe 
there i s  a truth , and that it ' s  knowable , "  33 she told an 
interviewer in 1 963 . She believes that in the politi cal 
sphere as well as the e thical sphere there are certain 
moral truths whi ch people must s trive to dis cover , and 
they must not be dis tracted by irrelevant arguments . 
Dismissing military jus tification for the bombing o f  North 
Vietnam. McCarthy· s tates s "Ei ther it is . morally wrong for 
the United S tates to bomb a sma11 and virtually defenseless 
country or i t  is not • • • ·34 Since she first became 
involved in politi cs by endors ing Trotsky ' s  right to a 
hearing, she has argued that the liberal intelle ctual 
mus t  be guided no t by political expediency but by a 
genuine . des ire to know the truth , both about himself 
and about his socie ty .  Now 63 , she continues to wri te , 
but she has los t  hope in the abili ty ,  and even the will , 
ot man to improve the human condition . 
J6 
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CHAPTER III 
THE TRAPS OF PRAGMATISM AND IDEOLOGY 
Mary McCarthy ' s  first novel , The Company She Keeps , 
is the story of Margaret Sargent ' s  search for identi ty, 
a theme characteristic of novels of the 1940 ' s .  I t  was 
a theme she discarded after her first novel , however , 
for she found " that you really must  make the self .. I t ' s  
absolutely useless to look tor it . "1 :rh! Company §h! 
Keeps consists of a series of episodes designed to illu­
strate Margare t ' s  character through her relati�nships 
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wi�h various individuals . However , it is more than that . 
Much of .
·the novel ' s  interest  lies in its depi ction o f  the 
lifesty�es and preoccupations of New ·York � s  liberal intel­
lectual community during the 19JO ' s .  Jim Barne tt , the 
central figure in an episode entitled "Portrai t of the 
Intellec tual as a Yale Man, " becomes McCarthy ' s  vehi cle 
for expressing her displeasure with the direction the 
libera1 intellec tual community was drifting in the JO ' s .  
"Portrait of  the Intellectual as a Yale Man� satirizes 
the left for its remoteness from the obj e ct of its concern, 
the lower class . The offices of Liberal magazine , where 
most of the action o ccurs , are peopled by intelle ctuals 
who converted to socialism because " they were out of work 
or lonely or sexually unsatisfied or toreign-born or queer 
in one o� a hundred bitter, irremedial ways • ( CSK ,  p . 1 70 ) .  
Once they ·are integrated into the Communis t  hi erarchy , 
they become middle class executives drawing comfortable 
salaries for spreading the Communist message to those 
beneath them on the e conomic scale . This contact with 
the lower classes is illusory , however ,. for as McCarthy 
points out ,  their int 11 ctual magaz ine is read only bY 
•a  lot of elf-appointed delegates for the mass es whose 
principal contact with the working class is a colored 
maid" ( CSK , p .  1 92 ) . Jim Barnett ,  a Yale . man who prides 
himself on his "intelligent mediocrity" ( CSK , p. 1 7J ) ,  
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is welcomed by the left partly be cause he contradicts 
leftist s tereotype s •  "With his pink cheeks and sparkling 
brown eyes and reddish brown hair that needed brushing 
and well-cut brown sui t  that needed pressing, he might 
have been any kind of regular young guy anywhere in 
Ameri ca" ( CSK , P •  1 67 ) . In his opinion and that o r  those 
around him , he represents the "Average Thinking Man to 
whom in the end all appeals are addressed"
.
( CSK,  p .  l ?J ) . 
The left is  extremely· gratified to think that through him 
it has' at last es tablished contact with the average man .  
The established leftists treat him as "a masco t ,  a good­
luck pie ce • ( CSK , p .  1 71 )  but fail to take him or his ideas 
very s eriously . 
McCarthy doe s  not make clear the reasons behind Jim ' s 
convers ion to Marxism, perhaps in order to convey the lack 
of clarity in Jim ' s  own reasoning. He discovered Marxism 
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through his roommate at Yal·e and,  ·since ·it  was a period 
of economi c depression, he was struck by the logi c of its 
message . He de cided • capitalism was on the skids , and 
everybody ought to lO'low about it• ( CSK , P •  1 69 ) , and so 
began writing for liberal magazines , eventually becoming 
an editor of the Liberal . Although Jim is  nominally a 
Marxis t ,  he is no dogmatist s in fact . he prides hims elf 
on what he believes is his political . independence .  He 
re j e cts . some o f  th t nets of Communism because it is 
"a point of honor that he should never agree completely 
with anyone or anything" ( CSK , p .  1 71 )  and be cause he 
fears too clos e  adherence to Communist do ctrine will cause 
him to los e  his priz ed average status , which allows him 
to .tunction aa - ·a "walking Gallup poll" ( CSK , P •  1 7:3 )  for 
the members of the left .  
McCarthy dramatizes the self-deception in Jim ' s  
belief that he is a political independent simply be cause 
he is no t a slavish devo tee of Marx . Instead of  obj ec­
tively choo sing his political stands , he is , in reality ,  
" taking the line of least resistance" ( CSK, P •  1 ?4) .  For 
example , he is vaguely troubled by his inability to recon­
ci1e his extravagant bohemian life s tyle with his prole­
tarian principles , but he handles the difficulty by 
finally ignoring it rather than resolving it through 
critical analysis . He even prides himself on having 
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two selves , "a critical principled self, and an easy­
going, follow-the-crowd, self-indulgent .  adaptable self" 
( CSK , P •  226 ) . "  Thes e  two selves hold co�ortable debates 
with each other in order to work out Jim ' s  course of 
· action • . Although Jim believes he arrives ! at carefully 
reasoned positions as a result of thes e  debate s , they 
tend to be too comfortable and generally end in his 
pursuing the easi er course .  However , McCarthy does not 
wholly condemn Jim . H t leas t attempts .t_o con_�ider 
other arguments before re j e cting them ; the liberals she 
portrays in later novels do no t even bother with the 
pretense .  . 
McCarthy unders cores Jim ' s  lack o f  carefully reasoned 
poli tical pos i tions in his conversations with Mr .  Wendell , 
the owner . .  of the Liberal . Although the Liberal is  s taffed 
largely by C ommunists , Mr. Wendell is a socialis t  and 
humanist . Jim is attracted to Mr .  Wendell be cause he 
does not indulge him as the �ther staff members do . Jim 
finds .•·something ugly. about the fact that the s e  seasoned 
liberals should go to such lengths to please him .  I t  was 
like having a girl give in too quickly 1 you :felt that she 
did not take you as an individual seriously - she only 
wanted a man" ( CSK , 1 ?7 ) .  By disagree ing with Jim ,  Mr .  
Wendell gives him a feeling o f  importance , but- he adds to 
Jim ' s  mental confusion .  
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Although Jim does no t adhere strictly to the Communis t  
line , his pragmatic view o f  political events leads him to 
become the Party ' s  advocat in his arguments with Mr . 
Wendell . When Mr .  Wend 11 d clar s that no government 
plan is "worth a nickel tha ould sacrifice (human] 
rights at the fir t hint of troubl " ( CSK , p .  1 79 ) , Jim 
disagrees . He believes hi lf " too much of a realis t .  • • 
to imagine that anywher ' t any time . a s tate could be 
run on the honor y te " ( CSK, p .  180 ) , and he accuse s  Mr .  
Wendell o f  "making a fetish out of civil liberties " ( CSK,  
P •  1 ?9 ) •. As a realist ,  he supports suspensi on of civil 
liberties to protec t  classified information during wartime , 
but Mr .  Wendell demons trates the contradiction in his 
position by po inting out that he does no t believe in war . 
· At this po int in Jim ' s  career , he becomes . deeply troubled 
by his inability to resolve the inconsistencie s in his 
views ,  but he again attempts to handle the situation by 
avoiding careful thought . Although he represents the 
•Average Thinking M$11 , -" he does not think at all . Even­
tually he comes to realize  that in writing his articles he 
is similar to a salesman who "loses sight ; of his purpose 
and sells nothing but himselfn ( CSK, P • · 21 2 ) . 
Jim ' s doubts about his liberal ideology are reinforced 
when the novel ' s  heroine , Margaret Sargent ,  joins the 
Liberal staff . '?he middle se ction of "Portrait  of the 
Intellectual as a Yale Man" de 1 wi th the confli ct 
created within Jim by Margaret '  p esence on the s taff . 
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It  mus t  be noted Mc t y 0 s  m st flattering portrayal 
of Margare t Sargent oc cur 
as a Yale Man . " In Mar 
in "Portrait of  the Intellectual 
• t er sexual encounters wi th 
men in the sections ntitled "Cruel and Barbarous Treat-
ment• and "The Man in t 
appears to disadvan • 
o s Brothers Suit , " she often 
In "Cruel and Barbarous Treat-
ment" she playacts the role o he un£aithful young wife 
who carries on an affair wi th an ther man s imply in order 
to relieve the tedium of her un ventful life . She is 
disengaged from her actions , cons idering herself an actress 
who finds it "more amusing an ore gratifying to play 
herself than to interpret any character conceived by a 
dramatis t" ( CSK , p· . 6 ) . 
In "The Man in the Brooks Bro thers Sui t , " she is 
portrayed as a somewhat shallow young woman pretending to 
bohemian sophis ti cation . Her a£fair with . Mr .  Bre en, a 
middle-aged s teel executive , is at one point me lodra­
matically characterized by her as "an incidental atrocity 
in t�e long class war "  ( CSK, P •  1 1 ? ) . In . the end , she 
appears a snob,  discarding Breen ,  who seems admirable by 
comparison ,  for the same reason she dis cards the 
( 
sentimental telegram o o olences he sends her after 
her father ' s  death . S t o s it  in the was tebasket 
because " it would hav b dr ad 1 if anyone had seen 
it" ( CSK , P • 1 34) . 
The Margar t S ge1 of he encounter with . Jim 
Barnett is made more inte and mo idealis ti c  than 
the Margaret of the l · er ep od in order to provide 
contrast to Jim ' 1 c 
Margaret is a Trot t 
on her own experiences in 
siasm with whi ch M gar t 
n this episode 
cCarthy no doubt draws 
��e· � �n ing the . lack of enthu­
e t d by the C ommunis t 
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Liberal s taff . Her argum t it the S talinists illustrate 
the Stalinis t technique of u i g circular arguments to 
condemn anyone who di agre 
to allow Trotsky to publish 
with them . They had refused 
i ef nse in a Communis t-
contro lled publi cation , bu when he published it in a 
conservative , high-circulation weekly, they denounced 
him for selling out to the en my. Jim endorse s  this line 
ot reasoning and in. doing so illustrates the limitations 
ot his own thinking . 
Margaret defends Trotsky ,  claiming he was jus tified 
in publishing in Liberty because he needed a forum to 
present his case and because far more members of the 
laboring class read Liberty than read the intellectual 
Liberal .  She says , "The reactionaries have furnished 
Trotsky with a vehicle by whi ch he can reach the masses . 
What would you have him d ? Hold up his hands like a 
girl , and say ,  ' Oh no! Think o my r pu tion! I can ' t  
accept presents from s ang g nt em n ' "  ( CSK , p .  1 9 J ) .  
repel! d by Margaret ' s  
ders what prompts 
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Jim is both attracte 
defense of Trotsky .  He c 
her to defend Trotsky and 1 r fl ctions show once again 
his tendency to tak t eas e t cour e a  , "In one way, 
he was sure , she h d no an t p ak up for Trotsky 
at all r she had had o for h r  1 . t i t ,  and the effort 
had left her whi te . You ha a ir �er courage for 
undertaking somethin th t co t h o much r but then, 
he thought, why do it,  why dr · v your elf . if it  doe sn ' t · 
come easy? Nothing had ee · ne 1 Trotsky was no be tter 
ott for her having spoken s .and sh h rselt, if she went 
on that way , would los e  her job" ( CSK, P• 1 9? ) .  Jim is 
originally fascinated with Margar t because she acts 
recklessly, wi thout thought for future s e curity ,  a consid-
· eration whi ch he is unable to ignore in his own life . 
This fascination eventually leads to a brief affair with 
her while his wite Nancy is in the hospital having their 
firs t child . 
The conflict within Jim is symboliz ed by the contrast 
between Margaret and Nancy . Of Jim ' s  two . selve s , hi s . 
•critical principled s elf and his easy-going, follow-the­
crowd , self-indulgent , adaptable self" ( CSK , P•  226 ) ,  
Nancy represents the atter . His marriage to her was 
intended to pro tect him m th " cri ical principled 
self . " To Jim,  the 
sents the "Average In el  · g  
Thi n Man , " .Nancy repre ­
Wo an ,  t e Mate , �  and she 
prevents him " from los th gift of his , the 
common touch • • • " ( cs �  Q 1 8  ) Q  Th conventional middle 
class life he se ttles · nto t h arriage to Nancy seems 
the anti thesis of hi f i c nv ct ons , but he believes 
that "many a discord . • • 
retical terms , in r 1 1 
hi ch canno be resolved in theo-
turn d into perfect har-
mony s and his own marriag d mons tr ted to him once again 
the superiori ty o f  pragmati m to a�l foreign brands of 
philosophy" ( CSK , pp 1 84-8.5 ) McCarthy doe s  no t here cri­
ticize Jim for r fu n to become a Communi s t  idealogue . 
but f9r disagreeing only w th those tene ts of Communism 
which would cause him some persor 1 discomfort . 
Until Margare t arrive , Jim ha been able to eas e  
his guilt over h i s  middle-class life style through his 
j ob .on the Liberal , well-paying though it might be . His 
editorship " consti tuted a bridge between the opposing 
forces ,  a bridge which he strode across placid1y every 
day, but which he nevertheless suspected o f  insubstan­
tiali ty• ( CSK, P •  188 ) . Margaret exploi ts that insub­
stantiality, telling him, "You keep patting yourself on 
the back becaus e  you ' re no t working for Hearst .  I t ' s  
like a lot  o f  kept women feeling virtuous becaus e they ' re 
no t streetwalkers . Oh yes , you ' re being true to your 
ideals 1 and the kept women e being . true to Daddy . But 
what if Daddy went brok , or the ideals ceased to pay a 
hundred and quarter a we ? hat then? " ( CSK , p .  1 94 ) . 
She tells him that ot all the m mber of the s taff, only 
Mr .  We�dell is dedicat d th au e because he sustains 
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a financial loss each y ar --e ry word cos t  him something . 
The good things in life ar n t fr e ( CSK , p .  1 96 ) . 
Jim ' s  affair with M gar l t only until Nancy 
returns from the ho pit • H continues to be intrigued 
by her, but he is afr i to ex hang h· s careful.l.y ordered 
existence with Nancy to le conventional life with 
Margaret .  He . i s  a hamed o f  hi rej ction. o f  Margare t 
because he equates it wit hi mor s rious re j ection 
of the liberal caus • H begin trying " to appease her 
politically" ( CSK , p .  209 ) d h i xtremely grateful 
when she offers him th chan to deem himself by signing 
her petition calling for rot ky ' s  right to tes tify in his 
own behalf during · the Mos cow Trial. � 
The ! signing of this petition marks the beginning of a 
tortured : and pivotal period in Jim ' s  life . He originally 
signs because . he finds th plot and spy s tories  the 
Stalinists have circulated about Trotsky too improbable 
to be believed . For the same reason, he is at first 
•erely amused by his fellow Trotskyites ' claims of 
( 
persecution by the S talini ts .· When at last the evidence 
ot , persecution becomes so o erw ng he can no longer 
ignore i t ,  he is appalle 
the S talinis ts hav made 
i becomes clear that 
on gains t  everyone 
but himself" . . He is so di0<V"111 •0JQ� by wh t others apparently 
f ls h mus t  assert consider his irrel vane 
himself in some • " 
yet the vague enormity o 
apparently permanent 
to ct,  h told himself I 
� .ituat on furnished an 
or inac n . ( CSK , p . 227 ) . 
Margare t ' s  voi ce begin ntrude on hi cons ciousness , 
merciles�ly goading hi to act �  Jim i f nally res cued 
from his s tate of i 
Margare t . He re igns 
a deep sense o f  reli f 
he is requ s ted to fire 
ther than fir her , and he· feels 
is re cue Jim ' s  resignation 
on Margaret ' s  b half i 
people will in tincti ly 
t s McCarthy ' theory that 
ct in b h f o f  thos e  les s  
strong than themselves · f th y do no .t sto p  to examine 
where their interes t  li In t is instance , Jim acts 
inatinct�vely and act �rrectly, but he qui ckly returns 
to his former s tate of i 
as his only assertion i 
rtia . Hi res ignation s tands 
behalf of hi beliefs , the only 
act which • cos ts " him anything . 
The las t section of Portrait of the Intelle c tual 
as a Yale Man "  deals with Jim ' s  gradual decline into 
conservati sm , in practice if not in name . For a time 
( 
after his re signation rom the L beral , he revels in his 
new-found ability to act and he re olves to write a book 
on the transportation indu try , a o k which he believes 
will be •a s econd Das Kapi al� ( CS 0 P c  2JJ ) .  The book 
fails to take shape and a his ide listic  fervor cools , 
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he accepts temporary employment wi th pestiny,  a conserva­
tive magazine . The tempo ary e pl yment be comes permanent . 
He soon acquires a hug ary f  ri listi c  life style 
and a sele c t  so cial circl � t lud. imself. into 
believing that his int ts till l G  w th the prole-
tariat . He keeps up a ea.ranee� y contributing to the 
Civil Libertie s  Union and by talking to " the common man " 
( CSK, p .  245 ) . Eventually he begi to drink heavily, 
' not because , as his i d s sp ct , his family respon­
sibilities  have forced him to g · ve up � life of dedica­
tion and s cholarship wh! eh h h d in reali ty never been 
attracted to " ( CSK, pp . 24J-44 ) ecause he re cognizes  
his own failure as a liberal . Ji ' s  awarenes s  of  his own 
shortcomings causes him to be bitter toward Margare t  for 
having forced that awareness on him s "He had never been 
free , but until he had tried to love that girl , he had not 
known he was bound . I t  was self-knowledge · she had taught 
him s she . had showed him the cage of his own nature . He had 
accommodated himself to it, . but he could never forgive her" 
( CSK, P •  246 ) . 
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Jim ' s  transitio f 
liberal to a hard-drink 
typi cal of the proce s 
in the late thirtie 
nis t  Party los t  er 
Trials and the . pact wi 
leftist movem nt sim 
all trace o f  their 
Party had b en a 
m an eag r .,  idealis ti c  young 
" �  fact ervative is 
y m  t e le ft underwent 
t OI When the C ommu-
.i, as a re su t of the Mos cow 
H.i t, r �  many . members of the 
the thirties and 
�t ventually los t  
T Communist 
amon · li rals during 
ation le t a voi d . 
After the demi 
other dedi cated y 
a P �ty �  Mee� .thy j oined with 
"new liberalism . "  0 h r 0 
ually de clined into cons 
ot this group o f  yo 
lacked the qualiti n o��·�u.� 
the lure of financia u c c  
liber · o produce Eisinger • s  
dicated than ._ she , grad­
m Jim Barnett is symbolic 
h o  ispl yed promise but 
o en bl them to withs tand 
he pr� gmatic view led 
them to pursue the c i c  wa o h easiest and mos t  
lucrative and r j ec · t  e course whos re ards seemed more 
distant �d nebulous . Por ai o f  the InteUectual as a 
Yale Man" is McCarthy ' exp es ion o:f h r disappointment 
in those 0� her former a sociates who lacked sufficient 
dedication and clarity of purpose to continue as liberals . 
McCarthy ' s second novel , !h!, Oasis , displays a more 
pessimisti c view o f  liberalism than "Portrait
 o f  the 
Intellectual as a Y l " h tir is more dire ct 
and more personal , and as a r s lt � o hat les·s effec-
tive . The Oas is develo rom cc t y ' s  disgust with 
the members of  th E· ·-jl ..... -a..,.A. r ca o · n  whi ch she 
part icipated durin 
novel as her s tat m 
agains t critics ho· c 
tion because the r 
so obvious .. She dmi 
but insists she i 0 0 
any other author i i i 
recogniz�ble to th m mb · 
II � She des cribes the 
ri e � yle d defends it 
e h f �h . acter assass ina-
f,, r her characters are 
rom life , 
gu l of hi 
that h r 
acti ce than 
ters are more 
w Y rk intellectual 
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establishment who wr t 1 ° t rary er ti ism $ 2 In .Ill!. Oasis ,  
she mo cks the lib r · t 1 e c  l tabli shment for 
seeking to reform m k n hen t annot ev n maintain 
civil relation hip 
The Oasis descri 
i h �  i ts own OU e 
th e s tablishMent , initial success , 
and ultimate dis integrati n of Utopia . The founders of 
Utopia are a group of  intellectuals disillus i oned by the 
tense ,  cold war atmo s ph re following World War II . They 
hold li ttle hope for the continuance of Western civili
za­
tion be cause they believe the compe ti tion be tween t
he 
super powers will lead to the inevitable use of 
the atomi c 
bomb . They be l i eve humani ty ' s only hope for survival
 lies 
in small isolated Utopias , or oases , and accordingly ,
 
they select an abandon d swnmer r ort hotel in the 
Appalachians as the it fo t e experiment . The 
standards they hope to achi v r ..  agu ly defined r 
one of the members d er b s -Utop � a a 
to a human existenc • J 
imply " the right 
Utopia ' s probl m b i befor its members have even 
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lett the .city . Th ctuals w o com ris i ts member-
ship are divid d in 
•realists . " The pur 
th� primary advo cat 
pride themselve 
rtopian 
·t e ' p  ris ts " and the 
ti c and idea1is ti e ,  
e The realis ts 
m o  Th ir leader , Will 
Taub , . declares he i j o  nin Utop a only in order to 
watch •what tools th y i  1 m e o f  the s lv s "  ( O ,  p. 1 8 ) . 
The . puris t  t r re c io fro the Founder ,  
a saintly man from o R th y had learned certain notions 
of justi ce , freedom o cia'bility h c ow, long after 
he had left them, th y re ndeavoring to illus trate in 
action" ( 0 , p ., 14) . At t e time of Utopia ' s  e stabli shment , 
the puri sts believe t Founder to hav been killed . during 
the war , but he reapp 
prosper and s ends th m 
af r the colony has begun to 
congratul tory t legram telling 
them, "The only hope • • • is in small insurgent communi­
ties , peripheral movements " ( 0 ,  P • l j ) . Like the early 
Christians after Chri t ' s  resurrection, the colonists 
experience a renewed surge of faith but , as McCarthy 
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illustrate s , fai th alon 1 inadequ t to maintain Utopia . 
Paith mus t  be coupl d ith d di ca 0 
principles ,  a dedic i 
implication , Chri  
The puri ts 
believe succ  s i s  
:tice and effort . 
siasm . Although t 
downfall I they f 
the basi c  premi 
T 
l 
h h th 
in the " 
th ough 
t d 
90 
t humanitarian 
l.on sts and , by 
n hu iasm, they 
nimum of sacri-
their enthu-
o cau Utopia ' s  
inherent in 
ey h ank from a 
definition o f  th co y i eh commi t d · h m to any 
positive beli ef"  ( 0 ,  p .  , _er o B caus of air negativism 
toward commitment , McCar h is 1 s pathe ti c  in her 
treatment of th r t · han of th purists . Although 
she treat bo th u 0 c Y e t tir aimed at 
the realist i more c 
Politi cally , t L t  e anitarian o cialis ts s 
the realists are wt o hav lo t their philosoph ical 
underpinnings .. "'rh y b sed themselv a on Marx and Engels 
and though they had discard d the d a e ctic and the labor 
theory of value and r pu te with violence whatever 
histori cal proc s was goin on behind th iron curtain , 
their whole s ense of intel ectual assurance res ted on the 
fixed belie f  in th potency of history to settle
 ques tions 
ot value " ( 0 , P• t 9 ) . They view the Communis t  dictatorships 
as "an excruciating p o hum liation" ( 0 ,  p .  1 9 )  
and undertake to aveng he s lv by ta ing as " the ir 
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historic mis sion t e 
of Red to talitariani 
enin of th le t to the dangers 
• - � ( O t  P �  20 ) . Their miss ion 
is negated becaus th W ·t rn or d d.i covers the 
dangers of Communi 
McCarthy portray 
perceive the ir o 
Although t 
their voluntary sub 
them from s archi g 
social problem • "A 
pages o f  Marx and En 
t thair interces s ion , .  but 
too blinded 
ctu ity s. 
v r j ct 
ogance to 
ommunism , 
is t doctrine prevents 
w m thod by i ch to solve 
y ati nt y arched out the 
for p ecedents • • . others , 
more reckles s  than t y ,  hurried on head of them to 
rediscover the bl 
In their caution , th 
capita is • . " ( O ,  p . 20 ) . 
j c th os  i ility of  freedom 
of cho ice for th ind .v- ual , and th y f e i t  necessary 
to dispel any illu ion of :tr edom other might have . 
McCarthy is mos i ti c  l of the realists for the ir 
intellectual caution . Sh · cannot und rstand what prompts 
intelligent peopl to pend their lives eeking to make 
the reali ty of experience conform to an arti fi cially 
contrived ideology . In The Liberal Imagination, Lionel 
Trilling states , "Ideology is not the product o f  th
ought s 
it is the habit or the ritual of showing res pe
ct for 
• 
certain formulas to h · ch ,  for variou reasons having 
to do wi th emotional af ty , e hav very strong ties 
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[but] o f  whose mean ·  
Although. nomin lly 
tives who fear , who 
hav o clear unders tanding . •4 
ft • s t ie rea st are conserva­
lnd e incap bl� . o f ,  unres tricted 
thought .  
The reali t d�r W l Taub i imilar to Jim 
Barnett in that n it e ffe ctively . 
But while Jim i 
it calls for any 
y th oey and i cards it when 
sa .r ,: c · � aub kes refuge 
in i t .  "He was 
interes ted him w 
erties it contain 
t r for what. really 
,. iriformati n and the magi cal prop­
r the armchair ubjugation of 
experience " (0 p � �  �f u use s  th ory s an excuse ' • .JJ � 
to avoid xp rienc 
to act , Taub ha 
refuses to act be ca 
to a pro j e ct . . He 
U · ik im 9 h i too confused 
ar idea of wh t should do but 
h f ar co tt • ng hims elf openly 
� from m king a mone tary contri -
bution · to Utopia al though he is aware that the �olony 
is depen�ent on contribution from its members a "He 
was phys ically unabl to do O o  • • His eluctance to be 
committed held him aloof financially e • 0 "  ( 0 , P •  9J ) . 
Despite Taub ' s  lack of financial commitment , Ut
opia 
prospers .  By the middle of the first summer ,  th
e colony 
is produc i�g an abundance o f  food and branching out into 
--
other endeavors as w 1 
attaining self suffici 
does no t parall 1 ts 
The seeds of 
It has a real prospec t  of 
Y •  The colony ' s  social success 
ia ccess , however . 
i sension are sown prior to 
the intellectual ' arriv 1 in Ut@ l when a conservative 
businessman named Jo Lockman a p for admittance . 
The purists who lon . r th es b (,"'· lunent o f  a model 
society,  are repel e . 
everything we st  
Macdermott the 
the �o gh' o h ving a crude 
tithe s i s  o f  
o ( 0  � �  ? ) � cla · ms Macdougal 
ad er e He fail to perceive 
ent but whi c h res tri ctive 
Wh n th re· li ts agree too 
b gins to suspect the legi-
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model for world gov 
admission r quirem 
readily with M cd 
timacy of hi own re oni: g a d e  the end , he advo cate s  
Lo clonan ' s  admi ssion e c  u s  e• the man ha$ a right to exist , 
and Utopia is the "r · gh  to a human x stenc " ( O ,  P •  1 0 )  • 
. . 
Joe Lo ckman fi th part o f  the token conse rvative 
who appears in each f McCarthy ' s  novel • He is s imilar 
to Mr . Breen ,  "The Man in the Brooks Bro thers Suit , " in 
The Company §h!. Keeps . He is tasteless in dress  and 
manner and ,  as such , appalling to the s o phi s ticate
d 
intellectuals who make up the maj ority o f  the 
characters . 
But , in contra s t  to the pos turing intelle c tu
als who o ften 
fail to grasp common sen s lutions o problems , the 
conservative charac r fr shingly irect . Joe 
Lo ckman sacrifi ce 
Utopia and he thus 
bu n · s �  a d  his ar er to enter 
than the o ther memb 
old haunts in New Yo k 
i:t Utopia fails . L c�!i(ot�� � 
angered by Will T u 
e 
i 
in it success 
� mply return to their 
bou the r experiences 
a compuls e rker , is 
idlen�s , being as 
yet too much of  a nov c . L intell c al c rcles to 
distinguish con 
labor" ( 0 ,  p .  55 ) . 
� � an uthorized branch of 
0 p h colony ' s  first 
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I t  is Loclonan 
crisis  when , r turnin 
alone on a hill , eng 
Lockman quie tly app o 
points his gun at hi 
rom hunt .. e pots Taub s tanding 
d in no dis ernib activity .  
Cht9 him d ,  practical j oke , 
an s uts , "S t Police repor-
ting• ( 0 ,  p . 56 ) . Taub i �  shaken and then embarras s ed .  
Once he has regaine his composure , he gr ly over-reacts . 
He deceives himself into b lieving that Lockman has acted 
wi th evil intent to r mind him of the persecution he 
might have endured as a re ult of hi leftis t  poli ti c
al 
activities . "All th indignities he might have suffered 
tor his beliefs came vividly before his eyes
.. For all 
Joe knew, he had undergone them in . person
, and Joe ' s  
ignorance now of the real facts of his h
istory allowed 
him to think quite i cer 1 that this hypotheti cal case 
was hi· s  own" ( 0  p 58 ) ' . . In his 
himself of the right ousne of 
bility to convince . 
hypo the i cal caus e ,  
Taub foreshadows He 
McCarthy ' s  next no l 
Taub . "immediat ly be 
M ilcahy tt he c tral figure of 
cor. s ir · ith his fellow 
He calls an realists to exp 1 
emergency me ting ' h� gov r � .rig eoun " 1  but does  not 
announce i ts purpo e n o_pe o c nfusing the purists 
and preventing t m ��o launehin coun r attack . 
•Bad conscienc • 
Make each one thi 
co-conspirators . 
. . 
h r 
hrl ·1 w0 g�t t e e moralists . 
e O ,  P 0  81 ) he tells his 
lists , of cours , are s cornful 
con oience . 
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ot anything as i 
At th m 
to remain . The r 
ounc de e de to allow Lo ckman 
, s d fu ed when veryone begins to 
laugh at the abs rdi t�· e;f t inc dent Taub j o ins the 
laughter ,  and the mee ting ends in a. fee ing of camaraderie 
and good will , McCarthy uses this incident to illustrate 
the propensity of the . ef to indulge in factionalism . 
Instead of openly xp e i g his ang r and then accepting 
the apology Loclonan o f rs , Taub forms a conspiracy and 
thus enlarges a minor incident out of 11 proportion to 
I 
its importance . 
Utopia continues smoothly for a time , but the next 
crisis proves  its undoing . Again , Taub, who
se phys ical 
-
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cowardice parall ls his intellectual cowardice , is the 
central figure in a cri · which e elops from ano ther 
minor incident . Whil h h wife are picking straw-
berries for a Fourth 
farmer and his t i 
Instead of attemp i 
scurrie s back . to 
of July picn ° o they dis cover a lo cal 
1S.C in t�� colony ' s s trawberries . 
t "' a.son ·"' t the farmer , Taub 
f r h lp i e his wife 
approaches them . W n 9he i rudely r buffed ,  Katy 
Morell ( an idealis t.1c y un � woman who fills the role 
of the heroin ) m c e s  � u  ·•� to confr t the intruders .  
She , too ,  fail o dr Q tlloAI� aw y a f'inally, her 
husband and anoth r y ma1- appropria Lockman ' s  
hunting gun and u 
family away . 
i t ·  frighten the farmer and his 
The inci4 nt u .j or controversy over whe ther 
the coloni t hav t rig t o ot ct property , the 
strawberries , for whi h th ha no r al need ,  only a 
desire . Joe Lo ckman 
use of �orce that he 
�o outrag d by the unwarranted 
eat n s  to lock his room in order 
to secure his gUn .  H i s  prevented from doing s o  by 
Eleanor Macdermo tt w o quotes the Communis t  slogan, 
•Property is theft• ( O ,  p 1 62 ) . Lockman is appalled 
that the liberals seem more concerned that he migh
t 
secure his persona1 property than that the col
onists 
have threatened another human being
. with violence . 
Ironically, Mccart y sho s a cons rv. tiv bus ine ssman 
advo cating humanist c valu s ile the liberals fret 
over materialistic one rn • 
nd in f lu e cCarthy doe s  not 
i �vit b . e �  When Taub insists 
t to ce unavoidable , 
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Although Utopi 
perceive its failur 
that "human n ture• 
Katy Norell , w o 
McCarthy ' s  vi ws , 
through prop r 
he ine may b presumed to express 
th "' Utopi 
h 
for the colony i o c nfu l 
with the triumph of � ·S; :tde gi. here 
ht have suc ceeded 
• •The problem 
t rial triumphs 
. n thing. • . here 
whi ch the colonis c J'lnO t 0 w t  OU � ( 9 P •  1 75 ) .  By 
"nothing• she do s n t r f r neces ities , but to the 
luxuries with whi c  
selves . Wh n Ta 
� c� n ts hav urrounded them­
._ .... ,,. .. �And th t ue t on would make no 
di ff ere nee , that "hi �to · i ... ly an i · shaped by his 
economy and his envi onment, •  Katy retorts , "Then let 
us ge t  out of his to ... _ ( O �  p e  176 ) .o With this s tatement , 
she expresses McCar . y � s  vie that , individuals are not 
controlled by externa forces , but can shape , �r •make , • 
their own identitie • 
Although McCarthy ' s  biographer describes !!!.! Oasis  
as •a declaration of lack of faith , a set  of
 articles of 
disbelief , " S that does not seem to be the case . The 
novel certainly expresses McCarthy ' s loss 
of hope that 
the existing liberal i t lle ctua ommunity is capable 
of reforming society ,  but i oes no t mean that she has 
lost hope in the ventual iumph of li eralism .  The. 
nove l ends on a m ldly o t i s ti no te s if man can 
learn to place more e p a�is on h 1  eth · cal needs than 
on his material de i � e ill be abl to live in 
harmony bo th with him el d hi soci ty e  
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FOOTNOTES 1 CHAPTER III 
1 Niebuhr, 
2 Ibid . ,  P •  29 
3 The Oasis ( N  w Yo ' a Random House , 1 949 ) , p . 1 0  • . 
Subsequent pag numbers , giv n a.r �th ti cally , refer to 
this edition , abbr v at d as O a  
4 The Lib r 
� Soc!e'ty (N Y 
5 G�bach , 1 :3�� _, 
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CHAPTER IV 
UNENLIGHTE SE -INTEREST 
In her third nove l i  � Grove McCarthy 
shifts her at�entio f�o York 0 liberal intelle ctual 
community to a fictit aus pro essive college in New Eng-
land . The novel 0 ti e both on academia and on liberal 
causes . tiri cally with the 
most  burning camp of tti e decade t e issues of· 
loyalty oaths and c e freedo o Louis Auchincloss- is 
. repres entative of o " _ _  oup of' '�r1.tl calling The Groves 
.2! Academe " the ape . O 'f:1 he:tl) sa:c;iric�: ar O thers su�h 
as Helen Vendler d �  ag e e � She mainta0 ns the novel is 
limited as satire 'b c J�:il ; e plot hing s on a ·  dated issue , 
one which is  meanin . on y m the pective of the 
ea;ly fifties .  2 p � . h p s ruP- of t 1e s ix�e is dated • 
parti cularly that th ubjec  o progress ive colleges , 
but it requires very l tle knowledge of the period to 
unders tand the maj or thrus t of the novel -the subversion of 
honorable principles ·to accomplish dishonorable ends , a 
problem whi ch is per nnial � 
, The plot o f  The Groves of Academe is  extr
emely complex 
and hinges on an unusual twist,· a professo
r who proclaims 
rather than deni es his communist affili
ation .  The novel ' s  
central character , an egomaniacal literary
 professor named . 
Henry Mulcahy, is fired for incompeten
cy . Mulcahy is 
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. convinced he is an int llec ally uperior being and , 
therefore , is not accountab to his inferiors tor his 
actions . Ins tead of respo ding to complaints about his 
teaching, he turns t e fir:n in t · a pol G tical controversy 
by claiming to b a fo r member o th C ommunis t  Party . 
Of course , he never ha o ned t e Party, but he knows that 
the college presid nt a Maynar Hoar, t e a thor of an ar-
ticle entitled "Th � i 1  our Un vers ities"  will be 
politically emb ecome known that he has 
. ti�ed a Comm�ist pro o � He is al o aware that the ma-
jority of his liber 1 teach ng c o  le e will a�sume he 
has be en fired fo h p s ti a vi ew , hatever reason Hoar 
gives publi cally , an.a i l thus automatically endorse his 
right to teach . 1 turn mi sant ope , Mulcahy is 
able to use his 
the o ther . character 
dg 0 
� n  th 
th iberal mind to manipulate 
novel , p aying them agains t one 
another in order to in u e h s acad mi c urvival . 
Mulcahy further complicates the situation by claiming 
his wife Cathy ' s  delicate health will not tolerate the shock 
of his los ing his j o  0 He also claims that Pres ident Hoar 
is aware of  her uns tabl condition and has counted on it to 
· Prevent Mulcahy from causing a stir . Th maj ori ty of his 
liberal colleagues , particularly an idealistic young Russ ian 
expatriot named Domna Re jnev, prove all too 
receptive to his 
allegations . McCarthy ironically notes ,  "Like s
o many gin­
gerly Thomases , they contented _themselves with fi
ngering 
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the wounds held o t to them and at�es ting their intellec-
tual superiority by th e  r r adin to believe the incred-
ible . " J 
Mulcahy ' s  sche 
respe cted member o h 
the support of such d 
nev and John Bent 
state Mulcahy . 
is able to conver 
U C  t first .  lma Fortune , a 
ulty, r s:gn on his behalf , and 
ti c young libe a1 as Domna R e j ­
Hoar to rocon ider and rein­
f Mule hy � d tense crumble. he 
, t1 · io is own advantage . 
When Domna R � jne , cnv s Ca y s own of . the firing 
trom the onset , she i tc ei' h r t3 ppor o Hoar , but· Mul.;. 
ca.by is able to i o t y turnin the o ther members of 
the department aga n t ner . p· nally, whe Hoar dis covers 
through a forme • te Mu cahy s at Mulcahy has 
never been a Co!l1Dl1ml.st ,  M 1lc hy ccu s h m of us ing in-
formers . Absurdly OU n ,  i o c d o resign .  The 
only hope that rem ins t th end of his traves ty  is that 
a pres ident untainted by pa. - ncounters ith Mulcahy will 
be able to remove him from the faculty. 
Henry Mulcahy is c ta nly one of cCarthy ' s  mos t  mem-
orable creations . Ev n is aware o hi wretched physical 
appearance s "A tall , soft-bellied i · spin man w
ith a tense , 
mushroom-white face , rimless bifocals , and gray
ing thin 
hair , he was intermittently aware of' a quality of
 personal 
unattractiveness  that emanated from him like a m
iasma • • � "  
( GOA , p . 6 ) . He is an Irish catholic ,  a heri
tage · whi ch ,  
when combined with h · s i · te a · training and his ego tism , 
heads him to an inten tification ith James Joyce . 
He imitates S tephan edalu th hero o f  Joyce ' s A Portrait 
.2.! !h! Artis t � � � �. by c .  y1ng an ash plant 
stick , and he repe edl draws paralle s betWeen his own 
family and that of J c �  � �  
Although Mule 
es tablishment i  h 
is " the only Ph . D .  
utor to the Natio 
genheim fellow • 
Kappa . He is ea 
s no t a. mem'b r c he New York 
l e some s tature . He 
� l . .  LO t rature department . contrib� 
,, Rh des s cholar , Gug-
co { QOJl r; � S J ""' d a ember of  Phi Beta 
mos t  eno · ed member of his depart-
ment and as such a s claim to the admiration ,  · or at least 
grudging respe c , f his d p tment l coll ague s . Although 
all agr�e that Mu . e r· y �'"c e trem ly c p le , they differ on 
the ques tion of his ompetence as a t a ·her . While some 
defend, even appla d h s defian e f administrative red tape 
( his failure to turn in achievement shee ,· class absences 
and field-period re rts ) , mos are troubled by his attitude 
toward his students and their work . The field proj e cts he 
assigns are so  uninspiring to he students that few even 
bother to ask for th ir return. He deliberately misplaces 
the thes is of a college trustee ' s daughter and ins
is ts he 
never re ceived it ,  and he regularly misses co
nferences with 
his students a "His classes were accus tomed 
to broken 
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appointments , to th type o ice on the door , 'Dr . Mulca-
hy will not be ab e to m et  is stud en today. S ee 
assignment notice . th p V  ( GO , :32 ) . c 
Mulcahy is sa �i i ed f. a "V er al well as an 
intellectual . H w s t n� <!.me a socia.ted with the 
Communis t  Party but he 
former as sociat ' o 
to commit hims lf . 
an arti cle for th 
Dialectical Mat ri , t �  fI;;nd 
ctua. - Y n d b caus e , in a 
as t�o @ utious , too wary 
V" w ·  t :r:� t e liberal Nation, 
nt tled "James Joyce , 
m 1 contribution to Henry 
Wallace ' s  Pres ide t al cam gn caug t th attention of a 
conservative s tate na , ho ·result he was 
denounced for. hi Commun sti c ,  athe st e tendencies " ( GOA , 
P •  11 )  and subsequent y fir from a c llege teaching 
position . 
In fact it wa th e y over is firing that 
brought him to the attention of M ynard Hoar , the pres id�nt 
ot Jocelyn College o Mc9arthy portrays Hoar as a conven­
tional liberal who is f more inter s ted in maintaining 
his public image as a l0 beral than in i plementing libe ral 
ideals .  Mulcahy s�castically refers to him as • the photo­
genic , curly-haired evang list of the right to tea
ch ,  leader 
ot torch parades against the loyalty oath ,  [and] vigoro�s 
toe of ' thought control ' on the Town Meetin
g of the Air" 
( GOA ) tt ts to enhance his own reputation · , P •  1 1  • Hoar a emp 
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as a liberal by gran i g Mulcah pol ti cal asylum . He 
offers him a tempo ary c 
donated by o ther lib ral 
But , to his dismay, H 
ca 
tion created with funds 
of academic freedom . 
n 1 am t t Mul cahy is more 
adept at using hi 
claims . Hoar promis 
faculty .  He also bri 
f i 
h wif 
lcahy . Mulcahy 
1 ing. on the permanent 
four children to 
Jocelyn in order t t 
er that he has a famil 
oa :i wi tJ an everpresent remind-
ppo � o consistently oppo�e s  
· Hoar on . c�pus i s  u ecau h und �r�t ds "you do not 
fire a man who has chall ng ·d you op . t faculty mee tings , 
who has fought 1 de p t ou yo r , for a program 
of salary increases and a ighteni g of he tea·ching load , 
who has. not feared o 0 ° n  to was e 
concealed by thos · in. igh p c o 
The cau e Mulcahy uppo t ar 
d mismanagement 
11 " ( GOA , p .  4 ) • 
endable , but his 
motives are no t .  He supports them only because  he is certain 
Hoar wishes to fire him or incomp t nee , and because he 
wishes to make it p li ically mbarrassing for Hoar to do 
so . This is the same e son he c aim to have been a \ 
Communist after Hoar ha ctually fired him. He counts on 
the president ' s "reputation as a liberal , whi ch meant some­
thing to Maynard that the worldly would no t underst
and" 
( GOA ,  p.  100 ) to force Hoar to recons ider . 
• 
?O 
Mulcahy ' s  ins ight into the liberal mind enables him 
to manipulate his fello teach rs as we 1 .  Domna Re jnev 
and her close friends Alma Fortune and John Bentkoop are 
mos t  readily swayed by his argum nt • Their liberal belief 
in the e ssential good.nee o man makes them reluctant to 
suspect that the act on of ot .1er might be governed by 
mo tives bas er than their own . Domna is parti cularly influ­
enced by Mulcahy and he i e ifies her iberalism as the 
maj or factor in hi a i ity to control her s "At bottom 
• • • she was conv ntional , l � eving in a conventional 
moral order and shock d- by deviations from it into a help-
. less sense o f  guilt o 
she was a true liberal 
d the aviator . In o ther words , 
• who could not tolerate in her � . 
well-modulated h art that othe s s ou d be wickeder than 
she ,  any more than h cou d b that she should be richer , 
better born ,  bett r o ing than ome sta isti cal median" 
( GOA , p .  .52 )  • 
Mulcahy is temporarily able to corrupt Domna , whose 
beauty, ironically , is ini tially described as  having " the 
quality , not of radiance or softness , but of incorrupti- . 
bility 1 i t  was the beauty of an absolute or a poli ti cal 
theorem'' ( GOA , P• 37 ) . When Domna attempts to persuade 
the other faculty members to support Mulcahy, she finds _ 
herself barely able to resist the temptation to ass e
rt that 
Hoar is impli cated in Mulcahy ' s  Communis t  pas t a  "E
asy to 
assert in confidence , and no more · n  sense than the 
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truth . As soon as the devilish ide reached . her full 
cons ciousness , she e elled it wicked and useless--it 
could only end in in ffectuality o r  ln both men ' s  losing 
their j obs . Yet the act t at it could hav proposed it­
self to her so readi y �  � sily and naturally gave her a 
disturbing sho ck . Wh t had happened to make her so ready 
to embark on a course of opp · � tuni ti c lying? " ( GOA , p .  89 ) . 
During her confronta i n  wit H , ar h unable to resis t 
the temptation to 1 e d tell him hat Mul cahy ' s  s tudents 
respect him . Late · e 'tells A a he has lied for Mulcahy 
be cause she " coul no s tand �o b wrong" ( GOA , p .  214 ) and 
be cause she is "as am d for him ( GOA , · p . 208 ) . I t  is 
characteri stic of omna and oi berals · of her type that 
she makes her own motives eem more isreputable than they 
are while seeking t m · gate those of others . She 
sincerely believes that t e students will ·profi t  by exposure 
to Mulcahy ' s " firs t-class mind" ( GOA , P • 1J5 ) , and that 
Mulcahy has been wronged by Hoar . When she learns that 
Mulcahy ' s  entire defens e has been based on falsehoods , she 
is badly shaken . She feels guilty because she has been 
responsible for his reinstatement . 
By allowing Mulcahy to manipulate the liberals so 
easily , McCarthy raises · questians al;>.out th� ability of· · 
liberalism to withstand deliberate corruption . There is 
little sympathy in her portrayal of President Hoar be caus e  
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he is more concerned i h pro j ect · ng a liberal image than 
with being a libera • B t D mna e jnev and her friends Alma 
Fortune and John Ben koop e the ·type of liberals McCar­
ca ed and sincere , ye t they prove thy admires .  Th are d 
as vulnerable to Mu c y 0 s  machinatio as Hoar • . In fact , 
their situation is w rse b se they are dece ived by Mul-
cahy and Hoar is n t� D TI 9 in part 0 cul , is extremely 
hones t  and obj e  tive 
determinedly �voi 
Liberalism ,  �cc r y 
by skepticism if it 
O ther· cone rn 
Oasis � McCarthy · expr 
knowledge to dis tin 
behavior , man will c 
Groves of Academe , he 
Henry Mulcahy has h 
mo ives , but she 
0 z in the t"ruth about Mulcahy . 
t · � tY 0  g,  m s t  be tempered 
a · 1abl� f rce . 
rai e in the novel . I� The 
·the hop t at , given sufficient 
b een thical and unethical 
to t. • cally . In The 
pr ses mor pessimi s ti c  view. 
o ledge to enable him to dis tin-
guish be·tween ethical and unethical behavior . His back­
ground in C atholicism Marxism, liberalism and o ther 
philosophical areas has led John Lyons to des cribe him as 
"a mi crocosm of modern Western thought . "
4 But his know­
ledge in all of these areas is never applied to his own
 
standards o f  behavior . He finds lalowledge use ful on1y 
�nso­
tar as it enables him to control the behavior of
 others . 
For example , his knowledge of modern psychia
try convinces 
him that Domna feels personal guilt for he
r mother ' s  death 
. .  
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and he de termines t us e that guilt to s trengthen his con­
trol over her by te 1 ng he his � f  ' s  life is in danger s 
" I t  did not need Fre ' s  in ght � � • to sympathize with 
the youngster who c . i d � , c� a memory a out with her ,  a 
veritable nightmare a ·  fan:tasied ggres sion and punishment , 
and to calcula te at f al things in the world that Domna 
would not risk a __ _. . .. .,. ,  "'� e ·th of an o d r woman would 
surely figure ti (1()Jl 4) � 41 ) � 
In contrast 
searches pains t in . 
ju.ev, the Mc hy heroine w}1o 
o the . uth � M leahy has no inter-
est in truth , only- tr�adibi, 0 'ty $  He claims his behavior is 
governed ' by " the t r  ,l 1 w cf h artist s Objectify,  or 
as James had put 
students , Dramati 
aophy enables hi 
their beiievability . 
truth and falsity a 
.doesn • t examine hi 
ru1 a· he himself was always urging his· 
dramati o i eo ( GO � p .. 98 ) o This philo-
t i ti on only in terms of 
Alma Fortun s y a "The criteria of 
w Jmow ther4, d n • t  xis t . for Hen . He 
s tatements from the point of view of 
the listener . He lis ens to himself c • •  and asks himself ,  
! Is  it  credible ? ' " ( GO , p e 206 ) . 
Be cause Mulcahy ' s  claims grow out of the kernel of 
reality ( he was conn cted with the Communist Party and his 
wife does suffer from ill health ) , he is able to pers
uade 
himself of their essential truthfulness . After
 he tells 
Domna of his Communist past ,  he muses • •rt  wa
s the artis t 
in him • • • that had taken control and fashione
d from 
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newspaper stories an he usual dis junc fragments of  
personal experience a p su a ive whole whi ch had a _figura­
tive truth more impre iv than the da o reality,  and 
hence . · • •  tru r in the final ana y is , m r universal in 
Aristotle ' s  sens � ( G  o p Q  97 ) . 
Truth is a concept f r Mulcahy , one 
which he alway or � nate to self-inter t .  His self-
righteousness and· go 
identifi cation wi J 
Chris t a  " Behind J' y .� 
Chri'st .  Earwick r 
the disguise of Bl 
fathers e ternal con 
His image of  him lf a 
lud· cr usl vident in his 
Joyce d, by e ension,  with 
� is the iden i !cation with 
t--H nry M c y is Chris t  in 
d Earwicker , the ily men , the 
·tan.tial w1 th the _ son.. ( GOA , p .  21 1 ) • 
Chri t-tigure convinces  him that 
he is without fault and th t oth r e persecuting him for 
his belieis ,'. not fo hi m· sdeed • From hi twis ted 
perspective , he !_ martyr to the causes of tre e  spee ch 
and academic freedom. 
Mulcahy ' s  arrogance in procla · ming that he is the 
wronged party in the tace of all the evidence to the contra­
ry prompts President Hoar to ask him if he is "a cons cious 
. liar or a self-deluded hypocrite . "  Mulcahy replies ,  " I ' m  
not concerned with truth , Maynard • • • I .•m conc
erned wi th 
justice . Justice for myself as a superio� in
dividual and 
for my family" { GOA , P • JOt ) .  In Mulcahy ' s  mind , justice 
means nothing more than finding in his favor .  
?S 
The novel end with Mulcahy at the zenith of his power s 
he has succeeded in ma ing Domna and Alma the obj e cts of 
scorn and ridicul within the epartm nt s he has caused 
Hoar ' s  'resignation f · · has am i tiously furthered his 
car�er by manipulat ng peo le o 
The unscrupu o· a Mu cahy triumphs , bt t McCarthy does 
not leave the i pli ation that bad. w11 · inevitably triumph 
over good . . When d r fr 0 nds in:tially dis covered 
Mulcahy ' s  duplicity, they W f� t the reluctance to intervene 
that characteriz r. ' S  tru liber�tl 0 ( GOA �  p .  248 ) . 
But after Mulcahy threatens to expose th . campus to ridi cule 
and disrupt the tu ·�'rt body by turnin · a  po try conference 
into a forum for hi� own views , they. realize they have a 
responsibility to m ve him from po er There is a sugges ­
tion that wh ther o o t  t ey actually ucceed in defeating 
hi� ,  they will � v ned because th y ave learned to 
recognize the vulner bili ties of their iberal position . 
· Out of  the clear perception of these vulnerabilities 
the maj or ques tions of the novel arise s how can a liberal 
belief in the essential goodness of man be re conci1ed with 
the skepticism ne ce sary to function in an unethical world? 
And e�en if a liberal develops the skepticism ne cessary to 
guard agains t  exploitation, how does he defeat his opponent 
without stooping to his tactics? These questions are never 
tully resolved .  
-
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The nove l s erve more as a warning than an answer to 
ques tions rais e d . Th � s  warning is that during a per iod of 
extreme hos tility toward l be als , libera mus t cho o s e  
the ir s tands carefully 0 f  th e a�e t surv · ve po liti cally . 
McCarthy sugge s t  . ' � � utmn tic su po t o f  anyone be caus e 
of his liberal creden ials i as dp ng r-ou , bo th to the 
concept o f  liberali sm and t .  � oci 
ation of him on h� A � �o<J .ds o 
s tomati c denunci -
The satire in M 
.2! Ameri ca � is le .. · i 
McC thy 11 s  m r . c t novel , Birds 
than i The Groves o f  A cademe - - ...... ......... �.;;. 
bu t  more pes s im s t  C e  i he novel · portrays the maturati on 
and final to tal dis il usio nent of a young Ameri can name d  
Pe ter Levi . I n  the 
his early te ens and 
portion o f the novel , he is in 
p o c cupie wi th t s tudy of nature , 
parti cularly the va · ou ·  spe cies of birds whi ch inhabi t the 
· New England coas t �h r he iv s wi th his d ivorc e d  mo ther .  
In the s e cond portion o f  the novel ,  he i s  a coll e ge s tudent 
spending a year ' in Paris where he ·is abs orbed in examining 
his own values and thos e  of the other Ameri cans he encoun­
ters abroad-- the various 91 birds " of Ameri ca . The novel is , 
on one leve l ,  an extended analysis of Ameri ca and Ameri cans 
during the de cade of the s ixti es . McCarthy ' s  char
ac ters , 
wi th the exception of Pe ter , hi s mo ther , and s
ome of his 
fri ends ,  · are for the mos t  part stere o typi cal .
 The ir 
function is to provide McCarthy the opportuni
ty to sa tiri z e 
the forms o f  Ameri canism they repres ent . 
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Birds o f  Ameri ca i s  in many res pe cts les s a novel than 
a fi c ti onal e s s ay .  In part one , McCarthy de s cribes the 
des truc tion o f  the earth ' s natural environment and i ts 
replacement by synth�Jti c subs tance ; .. n part two ,· she exam­
ines the des tru c t • n f e thi cal values and the re sultant 
e thi cal vo id .  Ev nt are re ated entirely from P e ter ' s  view-
po int and there l ,,  ·ttle d 0 a ogue . T 1 ° ng the s tory from 
Pe ter ' s  po int o f  v � e c�tiv d v ce be cause i t  
enable s  M cCarthy p e s  nt s w0.t out commen , the insani ty 
and hypo cri sy o f  . h  modern wor. d a they appe ar t o  a healthy , 
sens i tive young. p rson . No th1ng :fur ther • s ne c_es s ary • 
. · ' 
Birds of Ameri ca ma 'bear ome res emblanc e  to the new 
j ou�alism in that actual vents ( the Vi tnam War , the C ivil 
. Rights Movement ,  the 964 Pres idential. campaign ) de termine 
the a c tions of th ·h l. cter • B t t novel canno t  be 
accurately cla s s i i d as n j ournali sm b caus e i t  deals 
wi th fi c tional charac ters and the ir reactions to a c tual 
events 1 in the new j ournalism o Norman Mailer ( Armi e s  o f  
the Nigh t ;  .Q.! !! 
.
Fire .2!! � �) and Truman Capo te ( In 
Cold Blood ) ,· a c tual people and the ways in whi ch they are 
affe c te d by actual event are pres ented as if they were 
fi cti on . ( For example ,  Mailer calls hims elf "Mailer "  in 
Armi es 2! � N igh t i the fas tidious attenti on to de tail �n 
.In Cold Blood s e ems clo ser to superbly wri tten
 realism than 
to anything one would expe c t  in the reportage 
o f  an actual ,· 
gris ly event . )  
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At the hear o Birds of �erica is the conflict  with-
in Peter between inter1s love o f· Am rica and his alarm 
at the des e cration o t Amer · can val e e cherishes . He 
is absorbed with e d 0� I".� cu ty e encounters in exercising 
the egalitarian pr . c iple\l:! wh " h his li.be al parents have 
instilled in him and w ch he sometimes regards as a curse .  
He believes deep y n qu lity arguing, wif the race would 
try equali ty one i · th n \f& ig ·t find otrt that i t  worked" 
( BOA , P •  127 ) . Bu att� de 0 ike McCarthy ' s , is  
ambivalent ,  for e he cultur l leve ing that might 
occur in a society - ased o n  abao ute equali ty .  Equality 
is i for him, both x 1�eme ly attractive and an extremely 
undesireable idea � on which he is determined to experience 
dire ctly . in ord r to evaluate it o h 0 mself .  
Peter ,· who i s  a philosophy major ,  takes ideas s eriously 
and attempts at all ti es to square his conduct with his 
belie fs and values . A the touchs tone f his personal 
philosophy ,  he has adopted Kant ' s  Categorical Imperative s 
·� only .2!l that maxim whereby: � canst _.!!-! the same � 
will that it should become � universal �. "
S A corollary 
of' the Categorical Imperative ( "For all rational beings 
come under the � that each of them mus t  treat itself and 
all others never merely !§. means ,  but in every case !:l � 
same time .!!!'!. ends in themselves . 11
6 ) is inscribed ,  in 
abbreviated form ,  on a card he carries in hi
s billfold . Of 
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course , Pe ter finds it n ... arly impossiblQ\ to avoid treating 
others as means , and hj s 9 ro ical , detached view of his 
struggles to do o contri bute to the or of the novel . 
The initial con t : . the novel is be tween Peter and 
his mother ,  Rosamund B o wn � an internat� onally re cognized 
harpsichord playe • r intelle ctual con lict between them 
may refle ct the co fli � t� b tw �n he old and the younger 
Mary McCarthy . 
McCarthy novels-
t e. r  i s � la.r to the l eroines of earlier 
j c·t, ve and xtr mely elf-critical . 
Like McCarthy, h b li v . . de s are im o · ant ,  and he has 
been influenced y Kan Q His mo ther i g ntly satirized 
as a liberal who a s  b gt t o  l o  e h r  o J ectivity . Peter 
describes her sho tc mings as " e  actly th se of the country 1 
they _ could be summed up und r 
( BOA , p .  2 2 ) • 
e h adin of extravagance " 
He finds her xtr� ely ar itrary in the s election of 
cause s  she deems worthwhi • Durin the portion of the 
novel set in Rocky Po t ,  a New England coastal town, she 
is obsessed with the need to return to a more traditional 
form of life . Peter , who is "opposed to progress in any 
dire ction ,  including backwards " ( BOA , P •  1 1 ) ,  finds her 
highly selective in what she accepts as tradition
al .  For 
example , she accepts Monopoly as a family tradit
ion but 
excludes " ketchup , trick-or-treat ,  square-dan
cing, sailing, 
golf ,  skiing, bridge , and virtually anythin
g in a can� ( BOA , 
p . 27 ) . When she embarks on a crusade to res tore unpr
ocessed 
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and unpackaged foods to Roe Por·t q s tores , Peter fears she 
has begun to lose  r o'b ject 0 vlty s "F r the first time in 
her life--she did n t e h r e f as oth rs saw her" ( BOA , 
P • 62 ) . Peter is a co c r e  be caus e fears a return 
to unpro cessed l.ll. ac tually enta.' 1 more expense and 
labor for the worki 1 s s 0 G 11 " �aybe you re spoiled , 
Mother , " he tell ... her � lliiQvl:)! a fe rich people with eooks 
can afford the k n . of .tood y u � "  1te 0" O � p .  60 ) .  
Peter is up be e u his mother, 1 "spite her pro-
fessed egalitarian · m 11  r." s a .. nob �  She count on her fame 
to excuse her somet:me e�centri . behavior .  When she 
refuses to allo a hi � tori ,, laque to p - ac d on  her home 
during the Fourth of Ju y celebration , h and Pe ter are 
thrown in jail b o iceman who is un w e f her fame . 
Peter avoids his fi st  impul e ,  to comp e 
the j ailing of civil r ght workers in th 
he ir j ailing to 
S outh . He fears 
" that in some depre sing ay the whole hing boiled down to 
a misunderstanding whi ch the cop would probably pay for 
• • • " ( BOA , p .  80 ) wh°ile he and his bourgeois mother 
dis cus s the excitement of their adventure with their liberal 
friends . 
When he is in Paris ,  Pe ter writes his mothe
r a long 
letter examining the differences in their phi
losophies .  He 
tells her , "Your ethics is based on style , 
which never has 
to give a consistent reason why it is the 
way it  is " ( BOA , 
pp . 1 22-2 3 ) . He accus-es: ·
.
her of making : arbitrary · 
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distinctions a "You don � t  rs a lly want t . � g,  · o  vote for Johnson , 
be cause ,  you say ,  h i s  ' common $ ' D o e sn i t  that show that 
your whole way of ook � ng at th ings is permeated by archai c 
cas te no tions? I f  I argue tha,t Harry Truman was common , 
you say no , he was ordlna.ry- -a fine distinc tion . I guess· 
an ordinary person i a c oxmr.tol person you approve of•• ( BOA ,  
p .  12 3 ) .  
McCarthy ' s  portrayal of P e ter � s  mother seem� to be a 
form of self- criticlsm o Rosamund has be com overly concerned 
with superficialities , matters of ·taste and s tyle , and is no 
longer concerned with the ques t  for perfe ction that charac­
terized J the young Mary McCarthy o Her liberalism has be come 
too complacent . 
Peter des crib s her upper middle-class form of liberal­
ism by contrasting two present day King Wenceslas e s , one a 
reactionary and one a liberal • 
Today • � o a reactionary] King Wenceslas 
would feel guilty because he lived in a palace . 
I t  would ·prey on his mind • • • . -. .. He would think he had to jus tify his accommodations py . showing . 
that he had the right to them , that he was superi­
or , e i ther by birth or by get-up-a.�d-go to the 
peasant down the road � He could argue that there 
was no use turning his palace over to t�e peasant , 
who would only wreck it ,  keep the coal lll t�e 
bathtub ,  etc . In short , he would have . t
o fin� 
some s ocial doctrine or "law" that e�tit�ed  him 
to be where he was . Appeal · to some imaginary 
tribunal that would award him the palace .  
I f  King wenceslas t?day �as a li�eral , with 
the peasants solidly behind hi�,  h; might become 
pres ident , like Kennedy, and his wife coul� make 
the White Hous e more palatial and have artists , 
like you , Mo t r ,  to perform . As ong as he 
was o� the pea ants ' side he could reel OK 
relatively , about retaining the palace and
' 
furs . And t e mor e royal an.d ynastic he 
was � the more , probab y he wou d argue that Society needs Symbo l � e tc .  A liberal King 
Wenceslas , angely enough seems to sleep  
be tter than h i s  �eactiona y uncl • ( BOA p 
128 ) • 
• 
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Peter ' s  mother is white liberal who ease s  her guilty 
cons cience by voe y anu. �:tnancially su.pporting liberal 
causes but who doe . no � a ter he l "' fLl style or perform 
any act that might 
McCarthy ' s  fear tha 
ome acr · r on her part . 
. was b coming t i s  sort of  spe cta-
tor liberal led e · t(j /} ave , to V " $� mam J.n hope of finding 
ways to end the Although he effoi ts roved futile ,  
she felt that she had at · a t becom a t • vely involved in 
the anti-war effor o 
Al though McC ·thy , , critic of a amund Brown ' s  type 
of liberalism , she is more toleran o • t  than of another 
type of American libera ism ers nified by Dr . Beverly F .  
Small , Pe ter ' s  college advisor during his year in Pari s . 
Small is a relatively minor character in comparison to 
Henry Mulcahy of !b!, Groves 9-.f. Academe , but both , in McCar­
thy ' s view ,  typify the failings of their generation of 
liberal college professors ,  and both neglect and abu
s e their 
responsibilities  and trust as teachers .  Small is
 a sociology 
profes sor and , as such , he presents a broader
 target for 
satire than other liberals in this study who 
are all in 
profe ssions McCarthy herself has occupied 
at one time or 
8J 
another . Small is an intellectual lightwe igh t  in compari­
son to Mulcahy and , in contrast to Mulcahy who i s  engaged 
in a battle for profes s ional survi�al , he is concerned only 
with trivialitie s � 
Small ' s  name . s indicative of mo1"e "than his short 
physi cal s tature . His banal so ciologi cal obs ervations 
remind Peter of hi father � s  oft=repeated s tatement that 
so ciologi s ts " only 6 di a cov�r � things tl a.t everybody knew 
anyway " ( BOA , p 228 ) � Small fancies himself an int elle ctu­
al , but he is no t a member o f  the intell e c tual communi ty to. 
which McCarthy ' s  o ther lib�ral characters belong . 
In ad.dition to e ing o f  lesser s tature , Small is · more 
one -dimens ional than McCarthy ' s  other charac ters ; he is  
a caricature · of  a ociology professor ,  a man to tally depen­
dent on the ories he has not bothered to examine clos ely . 
During · . his  firs t vi sit to Small in Paris ,  Peter attempts to 
engage him . in a conversation regarding the relationsh ip of 
· the human individual to society . Peter compares thi s  
relationship to that o f  individual animals to the ir s o cie-
. ties .  "What interes ts me about birds and animals is that 
individuals don ' t  count wi th them" ( BOA ,  P • 1 97 ) ,  he 
explains to Small . As Peter talks , Small i gnores him and 
when he replies ,  he speaks in cliches that have no relevance 
to the dl s cuss i on or to Pe ter s "You ' re anxious about the 
care er cho ices  open to you • • • You ' re confronted wi th a 
bewilderment o :f  choice , the cqncomitant o :f  an open socie ty . 
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This naturally prod s anxiety and evidently , in your case ,  
a wish  to regres s  . to a closed traditiona pattern . Your 
re j e ction of individual free om is s o  ex e e that it  leads 
to the fantasy of  b� �oming an anim 1• ( BOA � p .  1 99 ) . 
Like Mulcahy, Smal.�- ha.a misdlrected his intelle ctual 
abilities ,  and i · k  M he attemp � to use others in 
the proces s . When P c� G c· unters him i the S is tine 
that h� is t ere not to 
contemplate Miehe. g lo s ar�t b t o ini iate research on 
the habits of touri�t Believing the bea iks are se tting 
the trends for th ta r s ts o f  the fu ture , he opes to use  
Peter to e s tabli h re a ' onsh 0 p  with t em 2 Small ' s  
. . 
attempt to masquer de a · beatnik ( he has smoked mari juana 
and is  growing a b · r , (. a irize  coll ge ro:fe s s ors who 
became excessively f s ci at d with the dr g-using c ounter 
culture during the ix 'i e to · the detriment of their more 
serious students . Small is  obviously more interested  in 
vicarious thrills than in an actual soc · ological analysis  of 
the beatniks . 
Small ' s  s tudy of tourists makes fun of  modern s ociolog-
ical surveys , e spe cially those conducted with foundation 
grants . He tells Peter the study is deliberately unfocus
ed s  
"As he had explained in a memo to the foundatio
n , the 
structuring of the study should emerge 
from the data itself ; 
it was important to avo id methodolo�ical
 traps that deter­
mined the findings in advance " ( BOA , P •  2J6
) . Translated , 
as 
this s tatement means he has not devo ted any time to plan-
ning the s tudy and ha no ide hat he is . · tryi�g �o- � J.e8.?f1- . 
claims his interviews are s cientific 0  not " th e  usual super­
ficial survey made in airpo ts c0 ( BOA , p .  2J7 ) ,  but to Pe ter , 
Small ' s  ques tions about ackground an reasons for traveling 
are identi cal to those  h ·  has a en asked by every other 
American he has enco nt ed n �rope . 
Peter ini tia ly hope s -� all � study will give him some 
insight into his own confli. ct i:n atti tu es  toward " class 
touris t  and mass our '" sui 0e ( BOA 9 p 2)8 ) .  He i s  s eriously 
disturbed by his na.bi " ty  to raco cil his egalitarian 
principle s with h · s s omewha aristo crat · c  tas tes . In theo­
ry ,  he believes v ryone o ght to be able to  travel and 
enj oy the great of ar t  b t in practice , he believe s 
"a touris t  ought to h ve to pass an entrance exam to get to 
s e e  the ' Mona Lis ' or the ' La Supper ' or the S i s tine 
Chapel "  ( BOA , p .  251 ) e He e ires a sy tem base d  on abso­
lute equality ,  but h e  realizes there are mass ive obs tacles 
to such a s o c i e ty .  
Small has no such reservations about the workability 
of equali ty .  He considers himself a liberal and a social 
reali st .  He denounces Pe ter for be ing a snob and re ci te s  
cliches about American demo cracy , whi ch he . makes the common 
American error of equating with capitalism . R eacting to 
Pe ter ' s  qualms about mass  tourism ,  h� accuses  Peter of 
beli eving the common man is "garbage , "  and he claims that 
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capitali sm ,  no t so clal1sm , is the cure for all the world ' s  
ills . He says capi talism ,  t@ the best sys tem ye t invented" 
( BOA , P •  252 ) , will e v  � tually develop solutions to all the 
world ' s  problems a 09He began to hold forth about some thing 
he called the market me chanism 0 whi ch worked ( wi th s ome 
corre ction ) like th mi ll of the gods to spread the 
wealth , remedy s o c ial injustices ,  multiply cho i c e s , advance 
bas i c  res earch , app y te Jmology to formerly human equations •• 
( BOA , p .  252 ) . 
I t  s oon dev· lops that Small 0 s  s tudy is des igned only 
to promote the welfare of mall and of American capi talism .  
His s i z eable foundation gra.'i'lt will :pay his expens e s  to the 
mos t  popular res ort areas in the world ( in s eason of cours e ) , 
and provide his living expens es while he tudie s  tourism on 
lo cation . In addi ti,m � he hopes to gain financ ial support 
from tourist indus tries , such a� the airlines and from 
popular vacation countri e s , such as S pain and Portugal .  
Hi s  aim i s  no t to serve society in general but the touris t  
indus trie s  who h e  says should b e  happy to finance him be cause 
"whatever he and his s tudents discovered would redound to 
,
the ir advantage in planning and promotion" { BOA , P •  236 ) . 
I t  i s  Small ' s  unques tioning acceptance o f  the inequi­
tie s  of capi tali st societies that mos t  perplexes Pe ter • . 
Small even claims slums are benefi cial because " out of that 
mis erable crowding, those  festering slums , the c ivil-rig�ts 
movement was born • • •  Capi talism in time will eradicate 
the slums be cause it can ' t  afford them 1 it ' s  as s imple as 
that . I can promise  you that in the for ee  ble future , 
with automation and ull roductivity ,  the remaining 
8? 
po cke ts o f  poverty w .l be wiped 0 1t in the u .  s .  We will 
look back on the ghettoes as the inevitable way-s tations 
on the highway o development°' ( BOA :J p .  254) 0 To Pe te r ,  
Small ' s  " al.l i s  f the bes t N  philosophy is reminis cent o f  
Panglos s , Candide ' s  e n  husias tic pr · e s s or , but Pe ter 
caus ti cally commen h "would not have cared to go through 
the Lisbon earth k w $ th him even to be in on the happy 
ending . o f s e e ing im hang d by th Inquisi tion" ( BOA , p .  255 ) .  
McCarthy portr y� Small as liv .ng in an e thical 
vacuum as well as be ing blindly optimistic . · He . per c e ives 
no e thical conflic t  in maneuv ring Pe ter · nto splitting a 
che ck . whi ch he int nd to charge , in tot_ , to his founda­
tion· . D ivu�ging that he has smoked mari juana , he urges 
Peter to try · " s ome of the mind expanding drugs " ( BOA , P •  
255 ) 1 they will prove more effective in resolving Peter ' s  
problems than p sychoanalysis , which he knows Peter dis trus ts 
anyway . To Small , pushing drugs is a logi cal extension of 
Ameri can capitali sm . He sugges ts that eventually the 
to�ris t  problem will be solved because people will s tay home 
and turn on wi th drugs . Bus ines s will naturally ass is t  �Y 
making drugs readily available . "There ' s  your marke t-me cha­
nism ,  don ' t  you s e e , with its inherent thrus t  forward , to 
open new vis tas ,  resolve old problems "  ( BOA , P • 2.55 ) . 
Jus t  as Mulcahy is Mary McCarthy 's ironic comment on 
the " causes " of liberal professors du i g the fifties , 
Beverly F .  Small represents her con cern wi th the pursuits 
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of liberal professor tiring the s xties 0 In Small ' s  
preoccupation with the beatniks and hi s attempt to introduce 
Peter to drugs , he rese  bles  111 drop.,,.out college professors 
of  the late sixti such a Timothy Leary In Small ' s  
preo ccupation with acq · ri g grant monies to finance 
pointless s tudie , e is a �omment on the entire contempo� 
rary academic community e  He represents what is for McCarthy 
the increasing irre . va.nce of academi c intellectuals . Their 
. concern with comfo table s laries and foundation grants 
leads them to cho . e  t ir proj ects accordingly . Thus , 
they undertake pro j ects which wi l profit no t mankind , but 
themselves . 
Characters· with · a. conservative bias aJ.so  come under 
McCarthy ' s · scrutiny · n  �ird� !J1. America ,  and in this novel 
as in her former novels , t ey often s em more sympathetic 
than the liberal characters � Peter is fond of a retired 
admiral in Rocky Port, despite his support of Goldwater ,  
because  h e  s till cares about America and because h e  is 
consistent in his reasoninga "Peter could almos t  forgive 
him, in view of  his Tennessee origins , for being pre judiced 
agains t  Negros ( which the admiral denied) ,  because he was 
pre j udiced against so many other groups and persons
,  
regardles s  of race , creed,  or color--�·�· · social wo
rkers , 
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J .  Edgar Hoover , and the CIA "  ( BOA , P o  63 ) .  He talks " like 
a Fas c is t "  ( BOA , P •  73 ) but paradoxi cally , he voted for 
S tevenson ins tead f Eisenhower and he belongs to a Ban­
the -Bomb organization . Pe ter is impressed by him because 
he evaluates each s i  tus:tion according to its meri ts ; he  
is  no t a doctrinaire cons ervative .  �cCarthy ' s  admirati on 
for anyone who re e cts s tereotypical thinking , party labels 
and dogma is eviden i h� .,,. sympatheti c  portrayal o f  the 
admiral . 
The Vie tnam War i the over= iding actor in Peter ' s  
final devas tating loss o x  fai th in Am�rica and in humanity .  
At  a Thanksgiving dirin party at the home o f  an American 
general , he threa ens to commi t sui cide if the Uni ted S tates 
bombs Hano i be caus e Wi they can ' t  re tali te • e • And that ' s  
why we ' d  do i t .  To prove to them ho owerful we are . If  
we  thought they could retaliate 9 w e  wouldn ' t" ( BOA , p .  182 ) . 
For the Uni ted S tates to bomb a defenseless country would be , 
to Pe ter . a to tally immoral act and one whi ch would repre­
s ent the final debasement of  the American idea . On the day 
he learns o f  the bombing of Hanoi , h� visits a zoo  and is 
bi tten by a black swan , a bird which has been spo iled by 
vis i tors ' teas ing . He develops a severe infe c tion and while 
in a feverish trance , is vis ited by Kant who tells him , 
"Nature i s  dead" ( BOA , P •  288 ) • 
The ending o f  Birds of America is  McCarthy ' s  as well 
as Pe ter ' s  s tatement of complete loss of hope in the 
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advancement of civilization . Peter , who has an increas ing 
sens e  of his own irrelevance , no longer has the will to 
continue . Although McCarthy � s  total disillusionment is 
obvious at the end of the novel , her meaning might have 
had more impact had she made thr� basi.s of Kantian ethi cs 
clearer in Peter ' s  dis cussion of e thi cs in his letter to 
his mo ther . Acco ding to Kard:,, � -Ever-ything in nature works 
according to laws o � ?  He de fines nature Si as the whole obj e ct 
of all pos sible exp ,, � "'�nt�e , 00 8 and further s tates that "all 
knowledge of thin merely from pur� in1derstanding or pure 
reason is  nothing b t sheer illus ion o and only in experience 
is there truth . "9 n Mt::Carthy " s  interpretation , the 
des truction of nature re sults in the des truction of the 
source of truth . 
In an interview after the publication of Birds of 
America ,  she explained i "ts implications 1 �If  nature • • • 
were to disappear , which it ' s  doing, there ' d  be nothing 
s table left to stand on, no ground for ethics . Then you ' d  
really b e  in a Dos toevskian position s why shouldn ' t  I kill 
an old pawnbroker--because there ' s  no longer a point of 
reference or a court of appeals . Nature for centuries has 
been the court of appeals . It will decide one way or 
another .  No t  always justly ; but nevertheless  • • • the 
appeal is always to the court·. 
lost .  And I think we 're los t.  
And if this is gone , we ' re 
t . . t ., 10 I 'm not an op 1m1s • 
McCarthy ' s earlier ovels were optimistic be cause 
she still had faith in the ability of the individual to 
dis cover truth if that individual had su ficiently high 
standards and the will to perservere 0 n  'he search . In 
a 1963  interview ,  she said , � r  believe· there is a truth , 
and that it ' s  lmowable Q "  1 But in Birds of  America ,  she 
aclmowledges she as lo t faith � B'"t h ving Kant tell 
Peter that "mank · nd can � ' ve w thout God'  ( BOA , p .  288 ) 
but no t without natur . �  McCarthy implies that without 
nature , there is no bas is · or ethics , and wi thout e thics , 
mankind cannot survive ., 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS 
The politi cal novels of Mary M earthy reflec t  her 
increasingly pessimistic attitude � and her final complete 
loss of faith · in t e c�:paci ty of liberalism to produce 
s o cial reform . She ha,s cri tl cized liberals f'or a number of  
wealai.esses s sub ervience to theory, lack -of obj ectivity 
( absence o f  self-cri t•. ism and s e  f-doubt) ,  defi ciency of 
- conscience , and disregard for truth e She believes liberals 
I 
have . be come too complaeent t a eondition whi ch reduces 
liberalism to an institution similar to Christianity in 
that it no longer has any real .c.apaci ty for reform . · 
As has been noted,  McCarthy ' s  firs t two polltica1 
novels satirize  the New York intellectual establishment i  
The . Company She Keeps, describes the decline into a self­
protective and self serving conservatism of a young 
liberal who is too pragmatic to remain committed to liberal 
reform when s elf-sacrifice is called for and when other 
pursuits offer greater financial rewards . · In The Oasis , 
squabbling liberal factions are unable to resolve their 
personal differences , much less establish a Utopia , a model  
for world society . 
In thes e  novels , the heaviest criticism fall.s on Jim 
Barnett and Will Taub . Barnett believes hi�self a pragma­
tist ,  but i t  is obvious that this is merely a name to 
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dignify his practic  of s · mply pursuing the easier course . 
Will Taub also  fanci s himself a pragmatist ,  but he is 
actually a slave t o  theory , unable t o  arrive at any de cision 
that has not been foreordained in the writings of Marx and 
Engels . Both men deny the capaci. ty of individual action 
to bring about a.r1y m�aningf.ul reform ., They are the type 
of individuals L wis Cos r clas i:f'i es as neoconservatives , 
and he explains ·the ba.� L_, d�fe�ti�un fJf the ir pos i  tion a 
"The practi cal mer e � .1ght hen th y ass ert that the 
uto.pian imaginat· on attempts the impossible and politics 
is the art of  the possi:ble � But thay forget that the key 
question is pre c <l sel a What is possible ? "1 
. The sympathetic characters in McCarthy ' s  novels always 
aim at the imposs w ble in hope of achieving the pos sible . 
They believe th in ividual has the capacity to reform 
society if he is mo tiv·ated by a desire to know the truth and 
to live in an e thical manner Q Through them, _ McCarthy 
expresses the hope that individual efforts to achieve 
perfe ction can lead to a tolerant so ciety bas ed on individ­
ual freedom and the prote ction of civil liberties . Individ­
uals are not merely shaped by external forces ,  but have the 
ability to choose or "!!!!J!! the self . " When Katy Norell 
tells Will Taub , "Let us get out of history , " she is deny­
ing the doc trine of naturalism and asserting the capacity of 
the individual to choose his own character and thus to 
shape his own social environment . 
9 5  
I n  � Groves ...1 A c  deme and Birds SJ!. America , McCar­
thy pro j e cts a more e i is ic  vi ew of  the capacity of the 
individual to alter society in a beneficial manner , and 
these novels r le t er increa ing concern with the problem 
of ethi cs . The Gro-Y,� .91. �deme i s , on ne level , a witty 
satire on · the ab d � ti of poli tic in a col1ege English 
department , but on o t  � �  level , it  1 a serious examina-
tion of the impl • C" ·ti n :f ociety i:f eryone were to 
act entirely from � .J. -interest o  The more s incere liberals 
are easily explo · t  c u they fr u ntly doubt the 
legitimacy of th ir own mo t ve e The egomaniacal professor , 
Henry Mulcahy , tr um· h� b cau s e  he a ogantly believes that 
his  own interes t  · tal e pr cedence over thos e  of  society • 
McCarthy questions wheth r it  · possib e to defeat someone 
who is not motiv d by th c 1 con iderations without 
resorting to the ame methods of behavior . 
In Birds of Ame i a ,  McCarthy portrays the institution­
alization and subsequent ineffe ctuali ty  of modern liberalism . 
More importantly, she expresses her own loss o f  faith in the 
liberal concepts of progress and the essential goodness  of _ 
man .  The question of the loss of faith in progres s , first 
raised in � GrouE, is central to Birds !!!.. America .  The 
Young hero Peter Levi re.jects the libe
ral concept of . . , 
progress · because i t  has come to mean only the acc
umulation 
of material goods and no longer carri e s  any prom
ise of 
improving humanity ' s  social or moral condition .
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In Birds of America,  McCarthy also expresses  her own 
loss of  hope that man will ever learn to give e thical needs 
priori ty over material needs , a possibility for whi ch she 
had expressed some hope 1?1 The Oasis and even in The Groves � ---- ---------
!?.! Academe . In Birds 2f Ameri..£...� � the eros ion of  e thical 
values �as become so widespread that people no longer seem 
to have any capacity for right behavi or � They are s�mply 
. 
indifferent to matters f tr--uth and ethics ; they operate 
outs ide the moral sphar'e altogether o Peter , extremely 
preo c cupi ed with q . estlons of e th1 cs and socia1 reform , 
perce ives himself w as irrele'\,�ant to practically anything" 
( BOA , p .  1 �9 ) . He believes a philosopher mus t assume a 
" common world with the e s t  of humanity" ( BOA , p .  1 JO ) , a 
common world whi ch he dis covers no longer exis ts . Man ' s  
des truction o f  his natural environment has des troyed this 
common ground . McCarthy believes the des truction of nature 
has eliminated the ethical "polnt o f  reference " and thus the 
s tandards for truth and goodness Q Her belie f  that "if  this 
is gone ,· we •re lost .  And I think we • re los t .  I 'm not an 
optimist � " expresses  her own bleak social vision , her loss  
of  her former belief in man ' s  capacity to  improve himself 
or his world . 
McCarthy has not become a political conservative ; she 
still supports the goals of liberalism . But she may have 
·become ,  as John Chamberlain contends , a moral conservative , 
· she herself acknowledges the Puritanism of her belief that 
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man is essentially immoral o 2  But ,  although she no longer 
believes in the concepts on whi ch liberalism rests and 
which ,- in fact ,  must exist in order to make the goals of 
liberalism :f'easible o she has not a.ltogether given up the 
s truggle . The heroine .d.� ! Cha::rmed Life e�lains that the 
Shakespearean and G eek tl�agedies are great because they 
contain a certain '°bitterness "'' about life as it is . 
" There ' s  acceptance w. tltou-t l:esign.a·ti n--a kind of  defiance 
in the end . " 3 McCarthy has no t be come resigned . She states 
that she writes  be eau.,. e she reaches the point where " I  can­
not be s ilent any lorJ.g 1: 0 si;4 · McCarthy seems to qualify her 
pessimis tic  view of the human condition by continuing to 
write . That writers such as McCarthy continue to resist  
and continue to  write suggests a greater cause for optimism 
about the future of humanity than McCarthy can allow herself 
to feel . 
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